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Test data for .plant-scale natural gas absorbers have been obtained 
to determine their effectiveness. Overall absorber efficiencies have 
been taken to be about 30 to 50 per cent for design calculations, but 
no recent plant scale test information was available to substantiate 
these values. 
Bas.ed upon two points an attempt was made to show that absorber 
efficiencies were higher than 30 to 50 per cent. The first point, de-
veloped during a study of tray-by-tray calculations, was that the ter-
minal trays of an absorber e~perienced 80 per cent of the total 
absorption (16, 17). In this case, the contribution made by additional 
trays in the interior section of the absorber could be overshadowed by 
low efficiencies of the high mass transfer terminal trays. The second 
point resulted from improved methods of analyzing the samples and of 
predicting thermodynamic properties which were not available when the. 
majority of absorber studies were being made. 
Two identical parallel absorbers at the Cities Service Oil Company 
Ambrose Gasoline Plant were operated with common feeds and different 
nu~bers of trays. Gas samples for the rich and dry gases were analyzed 
on site, while rich and lean oil samples were analyzed at the Phillips 
Petroleum Company Research Laboratory. 
Results from these tests were compared with rigorous tray-by-tray 
results with various numbers of ideal stages to determine the best 
1 
estimat:e of •. the number of ideal .stages required to produce comparable 
results. A comparison .of the parallel operating towers was presented, 




Hydrocarbon absorbers constitute a particular class of counter-
current mass transfer equipment. An oil stream is introduced,at the 
top _of a cqntacting device and flows down past a rising gas stream. In · 
the process, varying amounts o~ heavier components that make up the gas 
are absorbed by the oil: (See Figure 1.) • The methods for handling ab-
sorber ca.lculatio1;1.s, are, developed in the following sections. 
For a single component; a material balance. can be wr.itten for one 
stage as: the sum of the vapor and liquid leaving the .!th stage·is. 
equal to th,e sum of the liquid entering the stage.from.the stage.above 
and the vapor rising from the stage below. 
vi.+ .Q,i =. vi+l + 1i-l (1) 
Lower case .Q, denotes ·the. liquid molar rate of theith component and v, 
the vap0r molar rate of component j. The-subscript i indicates the 
equilibrium stage numbered from the top of the tower down. Thus vi+l 
is the molar liquid rate o~ component j leaving the i+l stage. To 
avoid using double subs~ripts in presenting the absorber mathematics, 
all equations are . developed for ·. the j_ th comp on en t and the j is omitted. 
A convenient relat~onship between the liquid and vapor of component 
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(2) 
In this equation Li is the total molar rate of the liquid leaving the 
ith stage; Vi, the molar vapor rate; and K the equilibrium constant for 
the.ith component, The absorption factor is convenient for two reasons. 
First it allows the material balance equation to be developed in terms 
of the component vapor rates or the liquid rates. Second, the absorp-
tion·factors for each component can be expressed in terms of the total 
molar rates and the individual component equilibrium constant. This 
allows the material balance for an absorber with n trays to be expressed 
as a single equation in terms of the known rates--the lean oil, t 0 , and 
the rich gas, vn+1--and the absorption factor on each stage. 
Beginning with the top tray, the vapor entering this stage can be 
obtained by rearranging equation 1. 
= 
Using the absorption factoX' on the top tray the equation becomes 
= 
Using the absorption factor of the second stage, the liquid leaving 
stage 2 is 
(3) 
By repeated application of the material balance equation and the ab-
sorption factor definition, an equation is developed for the rich oil, 
in, as a function of the component dry gas and lean oil rates, vn+l and 
t 0 , and the individual tX'ay absorption factors, 
6 
An + · • · · + An) (4) 
.:, 
Applying the.crite,rio~ of an overall.component mat~ria~ balance.to this· 
equatiQn and reaz:ranging yields equation S 
whe,re 
r.A. = A1A2 
IT.A = A1A2 e • !:! 
An _+ A2 • • •. ~ + • • • + .An 
An 
Using this equation,. the ,dry gas rate·for each component ca~ be 
(5) 
ca1culated knowing the.· feed rates for the compon~nt, . the L/V ratio on· 
each stage, and tlJ,e equilib.r.ium gons.tant;: for the component at the con, 
di Uons of the indi,vidual s 'l;age. 
The equations ,develepeq. above·repres~nt the fundamentals required 
for caleulat;ing component distrib~tion for .an absorber operating with 
specified Jeed rates and . colutp.n operat:l,ng cc;mdi tions. 
The solutions to the rigorcaus mci.ter:1,.al balanc.e and heat. bal~nce. 
eq_uat;:ions. were obt,i~ed by a _computer _program writte,n ·by. Spea:i;- (21). em-. 
ployi.ng tli,e Sujata. techn.ique (22),. · Th~rmo4ynam::J,c data hr ·thl!) com':" 
pon~nts .were .. obta:l,.ned. from ,least-square·. fitted equilibriunJ. and entha_lpy 
values from the. Engineering ~.Beak, (5) and from th~. Chaq-Seader .cor-
relation (2). In ·ad4ition to thes.e. two _sources, the· Chao-Seader co:r.;re-. 
lation was incorporated with the -tray-by-tray program to give rest.tl.ts 
that .reflect the dependence .. of the ·K-values on .. the individual tray com, 
positions. 
7 
Fundamentally, the Sujata procedure solves the set of simultaneous 
linear equatio~s describing the. component matez:ial·balance on each tray 
to deterll!,ine the composi tiQn profile. Th~se component. rates are, used,. 
to generate the heat balance.calculat~ons,abou; eac4 stage. Errors in 
the heat·ba~ances are used to predict new temperatures for .each ~tage •. · 
Wi~h a new temperature profile, new material balances are calculated and 
the proceq.ure.iterates ,until changes in successive temperatt.1re profiles 
al;'e within ~pecified limits. 
For tQ.is calculaticmal )nethod. the equilibriUill stage material 
balance.has been generalized to include a feed stream in.addition to the 
counter"7current vapor-liquid streams that enter and leave the.ith 
stage. The ·.sketch for. thiE! balance. is shown in Figure 2. For any com-
1kment., j, the mater:i,al balan~e of equation 1 has been. ammended. to in-:-
elude a separa_te feed to that: stage~ 
= f i l component. j (6) 
Then usit1.g the. equilibrium relatieriship defining the· stripping fac~or 
as the reciproc~l of the absorptioQ factor, 
(7) 
the, general .equation ,can be writ;ten .as follows .• 
(8) 
For an .n tray absorbez:, the n material bal,ance equations ·are linearly 
independent .in terms of the R,' s and ca11 be expressed in matrix nota-:-
tion. Spear's program. (27) utili.zes matrix algebra to oqtain the. 
solution .. to these equations. 
f. l 
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Figure 2. A Complex Ideal Tray 
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To evaluate the stripping factor for each component on each tray 
some estimate of the L/V ratio and the.equilibrium constant are re~ 
quired. In the proc.edure presented by Spear, the equilibrium constant 
is a function of te~peratur~ onlyo This reduces the requirements for 
evaluating the stripping factor, the L/V profile and the tempera.fore"'.-""'!' 
profile, Initial L/V and temperature profiles required .are revised by 
subsequent calculatio~s. The new total liquid rate on any tray is the 
sum of the calcul.ated individual component, rates and. the new total 
vapor rates are founq by overall material balance. 
Once the cortect rates have been found for a specified temperature 
profile, this profile must be checked for validity. This is done by 
writing a heat balance around each stage such that 
{feed enthalpy} - {product enthalpy} - {heat losses} (9) 
With this definition, Gi equals·zero for the correct temperature pro-
files. By considering Gia total differential quantity dGi, it can be 
expressed as a.function of the temperatures of the tray and its nearest 
neighb,ors 
(10) 
From this relationship, a set. of n equations. is formed,· The linearly. 
independen.t varia~le is. dti, the change in .temperat4re on each stage 
requir~d to·sati$fy the heat balance equations. The coefficient ma-
trix is formed of the totc:1,l heat capacity of. the streams entering and 
leaying the stage. The new temperatures are calculated by equation 11, 
= (11) 
10 
With the new L/V and temperature profile the procedure begins 
again, This looping continues unt:1,.1 suc.cessive temperatures .and liquid 
flow rates are with.in specified limits. When they are, solution has 
been found for the specified conditions 1 
Thermodynamic Propertie1:1 
Although this thesis does not represent an effort to evaluate 
thermodynamic properties of the components i~volved, it necessarily re-
flect;s such values used.in the theoretical calculations. For example, 
for a given basis of thermodynamic information and.a specified absorber 
operating condition, a product distribution and temperatures can be 
calculated. However, slight di:f;ferences in the equilibrium values at a 
given temperature would lead to different prqduct compositions. This 
would change the .heat balance which would produce different product 
temperatures producing further variation in the equilibrium values. By 
the same reasoning a minor change i.n the enthalpies would produce dif-
ferent .product temperatures, changing the equilibrium values and thus 
t4e product rates, 
These .small variati.ons in the calculated solution hcJ.ve a large im-
pact when dealing with to_wers with four or mere theoretical trays and 
components with .absorption factor1:1 less tha~ one. For components with 
absorption .factors of this magnitude the additienal stages yield small 
increases in component recovery. These components are, however, t4e 
ones·of interest.in evaluating the efficiency of the absorber. 
Thermedynamic properties used in this work were obtained from the 
NGPA K • and H Value Computer Pregram (14). Equilibrium values are pre-
dicted by the Chae-Seader (2) correlation and.enthalpy values by a 
11 
procedure of Erqar (8), These values wer.e employed either. directly by 
cembination of comput;er programs er indirectly by p0lynomial fit of .. 
predicted val1,1es. 
The ,1957 NGPSA Engineering Data ~ (5) supplied an. additional 
source of thermoc\ynamic properties. These values served two purposes. 
First, they provided an order ef magnit1,1de check.of the val~es predic-
ted by the Chao-Seader scheme,· Second, they point .eut the changes in 
an abserber s9luti_on brought about by slight differences in thermo-
dynamic· dat;a. 
Coefficients from t4e least-squares fit of the equilibrium and 
enthalpy values predicted by the NGPA K an9 H Value Computer Program 
are presented in .Appendix .C for .the base case of each absorber test 
period •. The coefficients from the alternate· squrce are presented for. 
the base case of the .A24 test period. · 
CHAPTER III 
DESCRIPTI0N 0F EQUIPMENT 
Absorber test da~a were obtained from the facilities of the .Cities 
Service Oil Company Ambrose Gasoline Plant. This plant is located in 
Blackwell, Oklahoma, and nominally handles 270 million standard cubic 
feet of .natural gas per day. This flow is directed through two parallel 
absorbers as shown in Figure 3. Each of the eight foot in diameter 
absorbers .has 24 trays and two lntercoolers. Fer these tests the 
intercoqlers were not,employed. 
Process 
The inlet gas is combineq with recqmpressor gas as it enters the 
plant. Glycol is injected to prevent hydrate form~tion during cooling. 
Th~ ga$ is co.oled firE!t in. the gas-gas exchanger and then furthex: cool-
ed .. in the gas .. chiller. The glycol and ,water are: removed and the stream 
is split for feeding the absorbers. The preduct gas, or dry gas, frem 
the abserbers.is metered, combined, ansil sc,;ubbed again before leaving 
the plant site. 
The lean oil is the bottom preduct from a low pressure still and 
is cooled on the shell side of the oil-oil exchanger with the rich oil 
being on the .tube side. The lean cdl is split anq. metered before being 
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abserbers is us.ed te ceel the. lean .oil and then passed en to the stills 
to r~meve the .recevered light hydrocarboqs. 
Abserbers. 
The parallel absorbers are 57 feet tall and eight feet in diameter. 
Each contains 24 split-flow sieve trays on24 inch center spacing. The 
trays are perforated with 5/ 32 inch hole.s on 3/8 inch triangular pitch 
and are. equippeql with. two .inch wiers on both the inlet and outlet of 
the tray. 
Each column has two liquid intercoelers,, cme cm the eighth tray 
and the ether on the. sixteenth tray. Each intercooler has a 2 :MM 
Btu/hr capacity, Design capacit:i,es fer the absorbers are 
142 .:MM scf/day Rich Gas 
530 gpm Lean Oil 
75~ psig Maximum Working Pressure. 
Modifications 
For the duratiet1 of these runs one of the abserbers was maint;:ained 
as the base case--a simple abserber with 24 trays. This absorber .was 
censidered the .Control Absorber. 
The secon~ abserber was modified t,· allow the lean oil to b~ intr~-
duced en ei'(:her the e::l,ghthor sixteenth tray through the .return line 
frem the intercooler. This abserber served as the .Test Absorber. 
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· Ins trumen ta tion 
Three types of instruments were used.to monitor the .operation of 
the absorbers. They were .. temperat4re indicator~, pressur.e indicators, 
and flew .recorders. Specific charac~eristic~ o.f each class .follow. 
Temperatul;'e inclicators,available were glass thermometers in.com-. 
mercial thet:mewells. Range of .the tqermometers was· 0-120°F with. 2° 
increments. 
Several the:i;-mowells were.not equipped with working thermometers. 
These were associated with the column inter~oolers and were not re-
quired for operation. They could have provided additional data, as 
they wouJ.,d have indicated the approximate temperature.profile Gf the 
absorber. 
Pressure mea~urements wer~ mad~. at the rich oil exit port of each 
columP,. Bourdon pressure gages with 0-1000 psig ranges and 10 psi.in-
crements were used. 
The lean oil ,and the dry gas -rates for each .absorber were obtained. 
from orifice meters. For the .gas rE!,tes ,. 9. 5 inch. ID orifices were 
used in .14 inch pipe. The lean oil rate to e~ch absGrber was measured 
using a.4.25 inch orifice i'Q. the 6.02~ inch line. An example of the 
calculati.on used te convert the orifice readings to .flow rates is pre-
sented. in Appendix D •. 
CHAPTER IV 
PROCEDURES 
Simultaneaus, tests were ccmducted on. two parallel natur~l gas ab-
sorbers to determine their comparative effectiveness. These absorbers 
were operated at,identical con4itions bu1; with a different number of. 
trays. The tes~s were run at the Cities Service Ambrose Gasoline Plant 
in Blackweli, Oklahoma, on Monday, November 4, 1968. At ·4:00 p.m., 
Sunday, November .3, th~ intercoolet"s were shut down on both absorbers •. 
The lean oil feed tQ the first absorber was introduced in the lower. 
intercaoler return port on the eighth tray. The second absorber 
operated as a simple 24 tray absorber. When tests were completed on 
this configuration, the ,lean oil feed 0f the first absarber was.raised 
to the sixteenth tray, the upper intercooler return. 
The absorbers were allowed 18 h0urs to reach steady state operation . 
before the first teat period, four hours for the second. The criteria 
used to-define steady state operation were constant dry gas rates and 
product temperatures. The dtfference in the times allowed for the sys-
tem to reach st~ady state was.a matier of available time. However, the 
above criteria were met in .both.cases. 
A simple absorber with n trays and C components can be uniquely 
defined by specifying 
20 + 2n + 5 
16 
variables (15). To_adequatel.y define these, values.for the fellewing 
variables :were .obtained~ 
pressure--assumed constant in .each stage 
heat leak in each st;age-:--assumed zero in 
ea.ch stage . 
lean .. ail c~mposi tion 
lean oil rate and temperat~re 
r~ch gas cempositioq 
ricll, gas temperature 
dry · gas rate 









2C. + :2n .+ 5 
Spec~fic. temperatures ,for the abserbers we.re taken on the. colJ)ll1.on 
feed, the combined d;y gas stream, and the individual rich ail streams. 
The rich gas temperature .was measured a_t the exit frem the gas chillers. 
The lean o:f,.l · temperature was taken at the exit;: of the lean oil-rich ail · 
ex~hanger. A combined stream dry gas temperature was obtained at the 
inlet ta tl).e gas-gas excl:langer. This was the only available place.ta 
measure t;:he .dry gas temperature. Rich oil temperatures were measured 
at the outlet ,ports of the individual,~bsorber. 
Tower pressure was mea~ured at the rich oil exit port of the ·ab~ 
sorber •. T~p tower presE!ure .. was taken from the dry gas flow recordet: 
fer .each. unit. 
Since · the feed ,streams .were. commen ·to. bath, absotbers, only one 
sample wa11 required for ~acl;l set ,ef parallel tea.ts. The lean oil· 
samplei,was taken at the. ;ean oil. charge pump. The rich gas sample was 
taken at the .exit .. from ,the ga13 chiller. Pr~duc1;:_ streams .were sampled 
individually. The rich eil·sample.was tl;lken from connections on the 
bottom of.the level gage.of each tawet. The dry·gas sample was drawn 
from ce;,nnectioqs for the.flew meter for.each tower. 
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All temperature, pressure, and flow points were monitored to incj.i-
cate steady state operation. When steady state operation was indica_ted, 
a complete complement of temperatures and pressures was.recorded, a· 
procedure .requiring twen,ty minutes. After .that, all samples were 
caught and the te)llperature and pressure meai;;urements were repeated. · 
Sample bombs for the vapor .and liquid samples were provided by · 
Cities Service Oil Company. They were 303 stainless steel, 2000 pound 
test, MGM bombs fitted with two Hoke valves. The gas samples were ob-
tained by purging the .stream through the bomb, closing the exit valve, 
and-then the entrance valve. Liquid samples were obtain~d by first 
purging the sample line up te the bomb. A 60 ml sample was then ob-
tained by water displacement. 
Gas sampl~.s were analyzed on site and components reported were: 
carbon diox~de, nitrogen, methane through no;rmal pentane, and c6 
fraction. Liquid samples were analyzed by Phillips Petroleum Company· 
Research Labora~ory .at Bartlef:!ville, Oklahoma, in cooperation with. thif:! 
test prosram. An outline of .their procedure and results from.all 
analyses can be found in Appendix A. 
CHAPTER V 
PRESENTATION OF RESULTS 
Results from the plant. scale absorber tests are presented in 
Tables I to IX,, Four test; periods were .made, two at a time on the. 
parallel absorber!:!, In each set one absorber was maintained as the 
control case with the full compliment of trays and the second was the 





This absorber was operated with the 
full 24 trays. 
This absorber was operat~d at. identical 
conditions to the .control c•se except 
only 8 trays were employed. 
Operating conditions for this test 
period are·similar to those of the 
A24 test period with slight changes 
due to.changes in the .overall plant. 
operation. 
Sixteen .trays were employed in this 
absorber. 
The results for these test periods are presented in the following 
tables. For each test period two tal;,les present th.e reported compo-
sitions and flow rates for the feed and product streams in addition to· 
the material balance. compositions.• 




., TABLE I 
EXPERIMENTAL DATA FOR A24 TEST PERIOD 
Trays "" 24 Pressure = 545 psia 
Composition, Mole Per Cent 
Component a 
Lean Oil Rich Gas Rich Oil Dry Gas 
Carbon Dioxide 0.0 0.235 
,,.,..,._~ · .. _ ... :,.:_ 
0 .<10 0.231 
Nitrogen OaO 5.265 Oo52 5.649 
Methane 0.0 82.053 19.40 'I ,86 .150 
Ethane 0.04 7.183 9.50 6.417 
Propane 0.03 3.518 15,10 1.553 
I-Bt1rtane 0.0 0.388 2,55 o.o 
N-Butane 0.10 0.890 5.60 0.0 
I-Pentane 0.25 0.189 L04 · 0.0 
N-Pentane 0.49 0.199 1.10 0.0 
. 2-,Methylpentane · 0.28 o.o 0.22 0.0 
3-Methylpentane 0016 o.o 0,10 0.0 
N-Hexane o. 58 · 0.04 0.31 o.o 
Cyclohexane 0.8'7 o.o 0,38 o,o 
N-H~ptane 4.90 0, 04 · 2017 . o.o 
N-Octane 10.50 0.0 4.80 o.o 
N-Nona11e 10.50 0,0 4.70 0.0 
N-Decane 16.70 o.o 7,50 0.0 
N-U~decane 26,90 0,0 12.20 o.o 
N--Dodecane 20.90 o.o 9,50 0.0 
N-Tridecane 6,80 .o.o 3,21 o.o 
Rates 493.0 gpm * * 6. 708 MM scf /hr 
Tempe:ratures, OF 32 9 22 45 
*No facilities available to measure·this quantity, 
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TABLE II 
MATERIAL BALANCE FOR A24 TEST PERIOD 
Basis: 100 mole/hr Rich Gas 
Component 
Moles 
Lean Oil Rich Gas Rich O:i,.l Dry Gas 
Carbon Dioxide o.o 0.235 0.022 o. 213 
Nitrogen o.o 5.265 0.050 5,215 
Methane 0.0 82.053 2.516 79.537 
Ethane 0.003 7.183 1.262 5.924 
Propane 0.002 3;51s 2.086 1.434 
I-Butane o.o 0.388 0.388 o.o 
N-Butan~ 0.006 o. 890 0.896 o.o 
I-Pen-i:ane 0.016 0.189 0.205 0.0 
N-Perttane 0.031 0.199 0.230 0.0 
2-Methy~pentane 0.019 0.0 0.019 0.0 
3-Methylpentane 0.010 o.o 0.010 0.0 
N-Hexane 0.037 0.040 0.077· 0.0 
Cyclohexane 0.056 0.0 0.056 0.0 
N-Hep.tan~ o. 313 0.040 0.353 0.0 
N-Octane 0.670 o.o 0.670 0.0 
N-:Nonane 0.670 0.0 0.670 o.o 
N-Decane 1.066 0.0 1.066 0.0 
N-Undecane 1.71.8 o.o 1.718 0.0 
N..:Dodecane 1.334 o.o 1.334 0.0 
N-Tridecane 0.434 0.0 0.434 0.0 
Rates, Moles 6.385 100.00 14.062 92.323 
Feed Ratfo = lean .oil rate 0.06385 = rich gas rate 
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TABLE III 
EXPERIMENTAL DATA FOR A8 TEST PERIOD . 
Trays = 8 Pressure. = 536 psia' 
Component 
Composition, Mole. Per Cent 
Lean .Oil Rich Gas Rich Oil Dry Gas 
Carbo~ioxide 0.0 0.235 0.12 0.238 
Nitrogen 0.0 5.265 0.55 5.792 
Methane. o.o 82.053 22.90 86.290 
Ethane 0.04 7.183 9.80 6.273 
Propane 0.03 3.518 14.20 1. 372 
I-Butane o.o 0.388 2.14 0.018 
N-Butane 0.10 0.890 4.60 0.017 · 
I-Pentane 0.25 0.189 0.80 o.o 
N-Pentane 0.49 0.199 0.88 0.0 
2...:Me thy lpen ta.ne 0.28 0.0 0.20 0.0 
3-Methylpentane 0.16 o.o 0.10 · 0.0 
N-Hexane 0. 58 · 0.040 0.29 0.0 
Cyclohexane 0.87 o.o 0.43 o.o 
N-:Heptane 4,90 0.040 2.08 0.0 
N-Octane 10. 50 o.o 4.50 0.0 
N-Nonane 10.50 0.0 4. 60 · o.o 
N-Decane 16. 70 · o.o 7. 30 · o.o 
N-Undecane 26.90 o.o 12.00 o.o 
N-Dodecane 20.90 o.o 9.40 o.o 
N-Tridecane 6.80 o.o 3.11 . 0.0 
Rates 509.0 gpm * * 6.903 MM scf/hr 
Temperatures, OF 32 9 22 45 
*No facilities available to measure this quantity. 
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TABLE IV 
MATERIAL BALANCE FOR A8 TE.ST PERIOD 
Basis: 100 mole/h.r Rich Gas 
Component 
Moles 
Lean Oil Rich Gas Rich Oil Dry Gas. 
Carbon Dioxic;le o.o 0.235 0.016 0.219 
Nitrogen. 0.0 5.265 0.0 5.265 
Methane 0.0 82.053 2.617 79.436 
Ethane 0.003 7.183 1. 416 5. 770 
Propane 0.002 3.518 2.258 1.262 
I-Bu tan~ o.o 0.388 0.371 0.017 
N,Butane 0.006 0.890 0.880 0.016' 
I-Pent;:ane 0.016 0.189 0.205 0.0 
N-Pentane 0.031 0.199 0.230 0.0 
2-Methyl,pentane 0,018 o.o 0.018 o.o 
3-MethylpentEme 0.010 o.o 0.010 0.0 
N-Hexane 0.037 0.040 0.077 0.0 
Cyclohexane 0.056 o.o 0.056 0.0 
N-Heptan~ 0.313 0.040 0.333 0.0 
N-Octane 0.670 0.0 0.670 0.0 
N-Nonane 0.670 o.o 0.670 0.0 
N-Decane 1.065 0.0 1.065 0.0 
N-Undecane. 1. 716 o.o 1. 716 0.0 
N-Dodecane 1.333 o.o 1.333 o.o 
N-Tridecane O. 43.4 o.o 0.434 0.0 
Rates, moles 6.380 100.00 · 14.395 91.985 
Feed Ratio = lean oil rate = 0.0638 
rich gas rat~ 
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TABLE V 
EXPERIMENTAL DATA FOR B24 TEST PERIOD 
Trays = - 24 Pressure = 575 psia 
Component .. 
Composition, Mole Per Cent 
Lean Oil Rich Gas Rich Oil- Dry Gas 
Carbc;m Dioxide o.o 0.2180 0.16 · 0.251 
Nitrogen 0.0 5.353 0.45 5.364 
Methane 0.0 81.624 25.60 86.434 
Ethane 0.04 7.331 10.90 6.380 
Propane 0.03 3.676 16.00 1.524 
I-Butane 0.0 0.410 2. 73 · 0.024 
N-Butane 0.07 00913 6.50 0.023 
I-Pentane · o. 22 · 0.178 1.38 0.0 
N-Pentane 0.46 0.176 1.57 0.0 
2-Methylpentane o. 38 · 0.0 0.57 o.o 
3-'Me thy lp en tane 0.15 0.0 0.17 · o.o 
N-Hexane 0.56 0.070 0.25 o.o 
Cyclohexane 0.79 o.o 0.09 0.0 
N-Heptane 4.50 0.051 1.20 o.o 
N-Octane 10.30 o.o 3.20 0.0 
N...:Nonane 10.40 o.o 3.60 o.o 
N-Decane 16.70 o.o 5.80 o.o 
N-Undecane· 27 •. 10 0.0 9 .50 - o.o 
N-Dodecane 21.20 0.0 7~40 o.o 
N-Trid.ecane 7.2Q o.o 2.93 o.o 
Rates 502.0 gpm * *· 6.998 :MM scf/hr 
Temperature, OF 34 11 24 47 
*No. fac:U:f,.tieE! available to .measure tq.is quantity. 
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TABLE VI 
MATERIAL BALANCE FOR B.24 TEST PERI.OD 
' 
Basis~ 100 mole/hr Rich Gas 
Component 
Moles 
Lean .Oil Rich Gas Rich Oil Dry Gas 
Carbon Dioxide o.o 0.218 0.0 0.218 
Nitr~gen 0.0 5.353 0.583 4. 770 
Methane o.o 81. 624 4. 844. 76.780 
Ethane. 0.002 7·1~ 331 1.666 5.667 
Propane O. 002 . 3.676 2.324 L 354 
I-Butane o.o 0.410 0.389 0.021 
N-Butan~ 0.004 0.91.3 o. 897 0.020 
I-Pentane 0.013 0.178 0.191 0.0 
N-Pentane 0.028 0.176 0.204 o.o 
2-Methylpentane 0.017 o.o 0.017 0.0 
3-Methylpentane· 0.009 o.o 0.009 o.o 
N-Hexane 0.034 0.070 0.104 o.o 
CyclohexE!,ne. 0.047 0.0 0.047 0.0 
N-:Heptane. 0.270 0.051 0.321 0.0 
N-Octane 0.617 0.0 0.617 0.0 
N-Nonane 0.623 0.0 0.623 0.0 
N-Decane 1.000 0.0 1.000 0.0 
N-Undecane 1.623 0.0 1.623 0.0 
N-Dodecane 1.270 o.o 1.270 0.0 
N-Tridecane 0.431 0.0 0.431 0.0 
Rates, Moles . 5.990 100 •. 00 17.160 88.830 























EXPERIMEN:TAL · DATA FOR B16 TEST PERIOD 
Trays =. 16 Pressure = 656 psia 
Composition, Mole ,Per Cent 


















































































Rates 502.0 gpm * * 7.160 MM scf/hr 
Temperatures, °F 34 11 23 47 
·, 
*No facil,ities availab.le to measure. this quantity. 
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TABLE VIII . 
MATERIAL .BALANCE FQR B16 TEST PERIOD 
Basis: 100 mole/hr Rich Gas 
Moles 
Comp<;>nent 
Lean Oil Rich Gas Rich Oil Dry Gas 
Carbon Dioxide 0.0 0.218 0.0 0.218 
Nitrogen 0.0 5.353 0.426 4.927 
Methane o.o 81. 624 3.656 77.968 
Ethane 0.002 7.331 1. 726 5.606 
Propane 0.002 3.676 2.419 1.259 
I-Butane o.o 0.410 0.410 0.0 
N-Butane O.Q04 0.913 0.917 0.0 
I-Pentane 0.013 0.178 0.191 o.o 
N-Pentan~ o.027 0.176 0.203 o.o 
2-Methylpenta~e 0.017 0.0 0.017 0.0 
3-Methylpentane 0.009 o.o 0.009 o.o 
N-Hexane 0.033 0.070 0.103 0.0 
Cyclohexane 0.047 o.o 0.047 o.o 
N-Heptane 0.266 0.051 0.317 0.0 
N-Octan~ 0.610 o.o 0.610 0.0 
N-Nonane 0.615 o.o 0.615 o.o 
N-Decane 0.988 0.0 0.988 o.o 
N-Pndecane 1.604 0.0 1. 604 · 0.0 
N ... l)odecane 1.255 o.o 1. 255 o.o 
N'":Tridecane · 0.426 0.0 o.'426 0.0 
Rates, Moles 5.918 100.00 15.940 89.978 
Feed.Rati<;> • lean oil·rate 0. 059·18 • rich ga~ rate 
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TABLE IX 
SUMMARY OF ABSORBER CONDITIONS· 
Trays A24 AB B24 Bl6 
Trays 24 8 24 16 
Pressure, psia 545 536 575 565 
Rates,* Moles 
lean oil 6.385 6.380 5.990 5.918 
rich oil. 14.062 14.395 17.160 15.940 
dry gas· 92.323 91. 985 88.830 89.978 
gas shrinkage 7.677· 8.015 11.170 10.022 
Tempera1;ures, OF 
rich gas 9. 9 11 11 
lean oil. 32 32 34 34 
rich oil 22 22 24 23 
dry gas 45 45 47 47 
Recovery** 
methane 0.0307 0.0326 0.0593 0.0448 
etl).ane. 0.1752 0.1967 · 0.2269 0.2354 
propane 0.5917 0.6413 0.6317 0.6567 
*Basis: 100 .mole/hr rich gas. 
**Fraction 0f the c0mponent in . the ri.ch gas . feed recove:i;:ed in 
the . rich ,eil. 
A summary of the operating conditions and the light-hydrocarbon 
recoveries are presented for each test period in Table IX. 
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CHAPTER VI 
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
Th.e origin1:1.l data for each of the four test periods on plant scale 
absorbers ·were examined by material balance, phase, and heat balance 
calculations, Once the .evaluation of the test data was completed, a 
direct comparison of each absorber was made with tray by-tray solut;:ions. 
Ini,tia],ly th.e ·number of ideal stages was varied to determine the ef-
fectiveness of.the individual towers. Subsequently vari.ations of pres-
sure, oi~ characterization, and source of equilibrium values were 
studied to more accurately model each of the tests. The effect of ex-
perimental error was then investigated using an.empirical model. 
Finally, th,e results from the parallel operating units were compared 
to. each .. other. 
Evaluation of Plant Test Data 
'l'o evaluate. plant scale data, an organized program was developed. 
to. reduce the effect of errors that occun;.-ed in measuring process vari-
ables and stream compositions. The first step of this program was to 
camplete the material balance for each test period. 
During the plant tests samples of both ·feeds and both products 
were taken •. Analyses of these .samples were presented in Tables I, III, 
V, and VII, 
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Only the dry gas and lean oil. rates were measured for each unit~ 
The·rich gas and rich oil rates were not measured due.to a lack of fa-
cilities on the individual u~its. In order.to complete the material 
balance. fr!i)m available infermatien these rates mus.t be .calctllated from 
measured quantit;_ies. The, foll<;>wing scheme was used to. complete. the 
mater~al balance for these test periods. 
A speci{ied fraction .of the, heavy components entering in.the lean 
oil. stream wa~ assumed. to leave the tower only in the rich oil stream.· 
From the.mat~ria.J,. balance.calculations fc:,r the heavy fraction, the rich 
oil rate was expressed in .. the following relationship. 
RO = 10 [ ~19. Heavy FracUon J 
XRO, Heavy Fract:ion. 
(12) 
In this equati<m RO and LO are the rich oil and the .lean .oil rates 
while. XRO, Heavy Fraction and X10, Heavy Fraction are the concentratiqns 
for the compone"Q.ts i~c;:luded in the heavy fraqtion of the respective 
streams. For each test.peried octane·and heavier compone.nts were.used: 
as the heayY fracti~n basis. 
Once the rich o:i,l rate had been determined, the· rich gas rate was 
calc.ulated £ram averall mat.erial balance. around the ·absorber. As a 
check, the rich ail composit;ieq. was calculat;ed ftom iqdiv::t,duaJ,. cam-:-
panent material balances and compared with analyt:l,cal·resu:j.ts. Tables 
X, XI., xq, anq XIII show these res\llts. In each. case the deviation. 
between the two values has been expressed as the,differenqe in moles 
from component mat:erial balance results. All flow rate~ have been 
bas~d upon -100 mele,s of. rich ,gas per ho-q.r to .the unit. The suµi of: 
the deyiations. for .the octan~ and.heavier components must be ze.ro as 
TABLE X 
COMPARISON.O:F RICH OIL COMPOSITIONS OBSERVED AND CALCULATED FOR 


























































































COMPARISON OF RICH OIL COMPOSITIONS OBSERVEp AND CALCULAtED FOR 
A8 ,TEST PERIOD 
Composition, Mole.Per Cent 
Component. 
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Observed Calculated Deviation, Moles . 
Carbon Dioxide 0.12 0.112 0.001 
Nitrogen, 0.55 -0.436 0.142 
Methane. 22.·90 18.'610 0.617 
Ethane 9. 80 9.832 -0.004 
Propane 14.20 15.685 -0.214 
I-Butane· . 2.14 · 2.580 -0.063 
N-Bu.tan~ 4.60 6.118 -0.218 
I-Pe"Q.tan~ o.eo 1.42A -0.090 
N-Pentane 0,88 1.600 -0.104 
2-Met:hyl.pentane 0.20 0.124. 0.011 
3-Me thy ].pen tane 0.10 0.071 0.004 
N-Hexane· o. ~9 ·. 0.535 -0.035 
Cyclohexane . o .. 43 0.386 0.006 
N-Heptane 2.08 2.450 -0.053 · 
N-Octa~e 4.50 4.654 -0.022 
N-Nonan~ 4.60 4.654 -0.008 
N-Decane 7.30 7.400 -0.015 
N-Undecal).e 12.00 11. 923 0.011 
N-Dcdecane 9.40 9 I 2'64 0.020 
N-Trid~cane 3,·11 3.014 0.014 
100.0 100.0 0.0 
TABLE XII 
COMPARISON OF RICH OIL COMPOSITIONS OBSERVED AND CALCULATED FOR 
B24 TEST PERIOD 
Composition, Mole Per Cent 
Component· 
Observed Calc\,llated · Deviation, M0les 
Carbon Dioxide O .16 -0.029 0.032 
Nitrogen. 0.45 3.427 -0. 511 
Methane· 25.60 28,230 -0.451 
Ethane 10.90 9.709 0.205 
Propane 16.00 13.543 0.421 
I-Buta.ne 2.73 2.265 0.080 
N--Butane 6.50 5.226 0.219 
\I ...:pen ta11.e 1.38 1.114 0.046 
N-Pentane 1. 57 1.186 0.066 
2-Methylpentane 0. 57 · 0.098 0.081 
3-Methylpentane 0.17 0.052 0.020 
N-He.xane 0.25 0.603 -0.06i 
Cyclohexane 0.09 0.276 -0.032 
N-Heptane. 1.20 1.868 -0 .115 
N-Octane 3.20 3.596 -0.068 
N-Noµ.ane 3.60 3.630 -0.005 
N-Decane 5.80 5.830 -0.005 
N-Undecane 9.50 9.460 .007 
N-Dodecane 7.40 7.401 0.000 
N-Tridecane 2. 93 . 2.513 0.011 
100.00 100.00 0.00 
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TABLE, XIII 
COMP,ARISON OF. RICH OIL .COMPOSITIGNS OBSERVED AND C¥CULATED. FOR 
Bl6 TE:ST PERIOD 
Composition, Mole.Per Cent 
Component 
Observed Calculated DeviatiQO, Moles 
Carbon Dioxide 0.16 -0.032 0.031 
Nitrogen . o.oo· 2.700 -0,430 
Metha-qe 31. 70 · 22.937 1.397 
Etq.ane 10.90 10.839 0.010 
Propane 13.30 15.176 -0.299 
I-Butane 1.9:~ 2.572 -0.093 
N-Butane 4.10, 5.754 -0.263 
I-Pentall,e · 0.48 1.198 -0 .. 114 
N-Pentane a.so 1. 275 -0 .115 
2-Methylpentane 0.15. 0.104 ·. 0.007 
3-Methylpentane 0.07 0.056 0.002 
N-Hexane 0.21 · 0.647 -0.070 
· Cyclohexane. 0.27 o. 293 -0.004 
N-Heptane. 1.62 1.991 -0.059 
N-Octane 3.80 3.824 -0.004 
N-Nenane 3.90 3.861 .0.006 
N-Decane. 6.20 6.200 0.000 
N"".Undecane l!Q .•. !O · 10.061 0.006 
N-Dodecane· 7.80 7.871 -0.011 
N-Tridecane· 2. 69 : 2.673 0.003 
100.00 100.000 0.00 
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this critericm was used to. close the material balance. In addition 
the sum.of th~se deviat;ions for _all components was also zero s:l..nce both 
sources .emplG>yed .the overall material balance constraint. 
The disagreement between measured anc;l calculated cc:;,ncentrat;ions 
differed more for light hydrocarbons that) for·. the heavy ends. In each . . 
case. the l~.rgest deviatio.n was in .the me.thane ·concentration. This 
varied from I. 5 to 8 •. 8 per cent. This deviation was compensated by de,-
viations ·in. the oppos:ite d:i,rect:ion .for tlie other light. components, For 
three cases the measured methane concentration was higher than the cal~ 
culated value, whil,e for the B24 case it was lower. These deviations 
served as a harbinger of problems ... to be encountered later •. 
A consistent.set of oil.analyses should result.in only small devi-
ations between the calculate.cl and analytical rich oil compositions re ... 
gardless which cempanent initiates the heavy fraction. 
The ratio of.the heavy.fraction .in the lean oil.to that in .the rich 
o:(.l is defined as ~j where the subscript, j, denotes the initial com-:-
ponent in the heavy fraction. All components heavier than the _j_th com-
ponent are included in this heavy fract;ion. For each test period these 
ratios are presented in Table XIV. For this base case octane was. the 
initial,. cemponent. 
The select.ion of otqer initial components should have only a small. 
effect on .the ratio providing these compour1ds satisfy the constraint 
that.they are present only in the oil streams. Figure 4 shows the 
variati9n in the aj values for different initial components for tlie 
heavy fraction. The abscissa is the .initial component of the heavy 
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Figure 4. Variat~on in Heavy Fraction Ratio As More 
Components Are Included 
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C13, the heavies.t component, The per cent deviatfon in the heavy 
fractio'Q. ratio from th~t ef .the base case shown in Table XIV is .the 
ordin~.te. 
TABLE XIV 
OCTANE PLUS FRACTION FOR LEAN OIL AND RICH OIL 
STREAMS FOR ALL TEST PERIODS 
Test Octane Plus Fraction * ac 
Period 8 Lean Oil Rich Oil 
A24 92.3 41.91 2.202 
A3 92.3 40.91 2.256 
B24 92.9 32.43 2.865 
B16 92.9 34.49 2.694 
*ac - Ratio of octa'Q.e and heavier c~mponents. in 8 the lean oil that·in the rich oil. to 
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The large d~viation .in th~ c13 end of the figure can be attributed 
to the uncertainty in analysis ef a fow concentratic;m component. The 
ratio in thi.s case is that. of two small numbers and, their uncertainties, 
As more components a~e includ~d in the heavy fraction, stability in-
creases, However, deviati(;ms greater than two per cent, occurred .with 
the inclusion of five-carbon compounds in.the heavy fraction. Since 
pentan~ was present in the rich gas, it cari not.be included in the 
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heavy fraction for to do so would .violate the constraints. of equation 
12, By including it in this figure the sensitivity of the equation to 
the constra.int is shown. 
For test periods A24, A8, and B16, the deviation from the base. 
case oil rate ratio was less than one per cent of heavy fractions be-
ginning with cqmponents in the Cs to c 10 range. This implies that an 
arbitrary choice of any of these heavy fraction rati<;>s as a basis would 
make less than a.one per cent change in the calculated rich oil rate; 
, For the B24 .test period the variation was less than two per cent 
but more than double the deviation of the other test periods. This in-
creased instabil~ty may have resulted from unstabilized operating con-
ditions for that test period. The Cs+ fraction does represent the 
median oil rate ratio for components in the Cs to Cio range. 
Although little deviation was introduced by the proposed method of 
closing the material balance regardless which component initiated the 
heavy oil fraction, c9nsiderable differences existed between analytical 
rich oil compositions and.those calculated by component material 
balance. The uncertainty of the rich oil.composition did not affect the 
cal.cula~ed !component recqveries any more than they affected the rich oil . 
• 
rate itself because component recoveries were taken as the difference 
between the rich gas and. the dry gas component rates. The· differences 
only served.to indicate the degree that experimental errors entered. 
this evaluation. 
As a se~ond,eval4ation of the experimental data, flash calcula-
tions were made for all.streams of the four.test periods. Using the 
component analysis, the measured temperature, and the measured pressure, 
flash calculations were made using vapor-liquid equilibrium K vatues 
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provided by the Chao-Seader correlation. For these calculations the 
gas streams should be at or above their dew point; the liquid streams 
should .be at or below their bubble point. 
Table XV presents the results from this analys:j..s for each. test. 
period, Fi:i>r the A24 test period the lean oil was all liquid.and the 
dry gas all vapor. On the bottom of the absorber the .rich gas was be-
low its dew point or 99.2 per cent vapor at flow conditions. These. 
equilibrium calculations predicted the rich oil was only 98.7 per cent 
liquid, 
TABLE XV 
SUMMARY OF FEED AND PRODUCT STREAM CONDITIONS 
Test Stream Rich Lean Dry Rich 
Period Condit:i.on Gas Oil Gas Oil 
A24 Temperature, OF 9 32 45 22 
Pressure. 545 545 545 545 
L/F* 0.008 1.0 o.o .985 
A8 Temperature, OF 4. 32 45 22 
Pressure 536 536 536 536 
L/F* .008 1.0 o.o .928 
B24 Temperature, OF 11 34 47 24 
Pressure 575 575 575 575 
L/F* 0.001 1.000 0.0 .912 
B16 Temperature, OF 11 34 47 23 
Pressure 565 565 565 565 
L/F* 0.002 1.0 o.o .825 
*Calculated fractie'Q. af the stream, that is liquid. 
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For the AS test period the ,lean oil and the dry gas were all 
liquid and gas respectively. The rich gas contained less than one per 
cent liquid. Comparable results were obtained for both the B24 and.Bl6 
test periods, 
Results from the flash calculations of the rich oil stream devi-
ated from expected values for all test periods, In each case, the rich 
oil was above its bubble point. For the AS test period the rich oil 
was .. calculated to be 92 •. 8 per cent liquid, Results from the B24 and 
Bl6 rich oil streams were 92.1 and.82.5 per cent respectively. 
While the results from equilibrium flash calculations did not 
yield direct conclusions on their own, they did point to inconsistencies 
in the experimental data. The largest of these was the phase of the 
rich oil stream for all test periodsa Th~s stream was difficult.to 
handle both.physically and mathematically. The difficulty stemmed.from 
the composition of strel:!,m. It was predominately a heavy oil saturc1;ted 
with ,ligh~ hydrocarbons and.only smali amounts of intermediate com-
ponents. With su~h a wide range of boiling poiQts, the stream was very. 
sensitive to tqe operating t~mperature and pressure. Th~s, any rise in 
temperature or drop in pressure would.have changed the near equilibrium 
rich oil in~o a t~o phase mixture. 
Such deviations as found in tb,e rich oil phase calculations may 
have been attributed to: (1) experimental measurements of the tempera-
ture and pressure; (2) stream analysis including sampling technique 
and component analyses; or (3) calculation procedures used to predict 
equilibrium values. 
Additional equilibrium calculations, were made for the rich o~ls at 
the measured pressure. to determine tli.e bubble point temperature and, 
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likewise, at the measured temperature to determine the bubble point 
pressure~ Results from these calculaiions are summarized in Table XVI. 
The operating conc;litions were the closest to bubble point conditions 
for the A24 test period, In this case the dif{erence between measured 
temperature and bubble point temperature at the measured pressure was 
11°F, The calculated bubble point pressure was 33 psi above the ex-
perimental .value. The deviations for the other test periods were 
greater .than these, 
TABLE XVI 
CALCULATED BUBBLE POINT CONDITIONS FOR THE RICH OIL SAMPLES 
Test Measured Conditions Calculated Bubble Points 
Temperature Pressure 
Period _Temperature· Pressure at Measm::ecl._ . at Measured 
. OF fipsia Pressure T:emperature 
A24 22 545 11 578 
AB 22 536 1 693 
B24 24 575 -19 759 
Bl6 23 565 -26 937 
The uncertainties of temperature and pressure measurements were 
estimated to be 5°F and 5 per cent or .25 psi respectively. Uncertain-
ties of this magnitude cannot alone explain the deviations 'in .. the 
bubble point conditions. 
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The second.factor influencing the bubble point evaluation was the 
sample analysis for the rich oil·stream. First e~mine the .sampling 
technique itself. The sample was .obtainec;l.from a dra:i,n valve fqr a 
sight,gla:ss use4 to deterI11,ine the liqui9 level in the bottom of the al>~ 
sorber, The· average liquid head cm the sight glass was between one and. 
two feet. The oil·in the sight glass ha.d,no froth as it was'isolated 
from the dy:namic unit, The·rich oil coming from the tower to-the .sam-
ple bo.mb c;lid not have the . equiyalent settling titn~· and may have had en-
trained gas from the froth above.the .~ch oil. This froth entrainment. 
would produce samples whose. analysis :would have high con~ent:ratic;ms of 
light enqs because the sample actually was taken as.a two phase mixture 
rathe.r than the saturated ri~h oil product. 
The, degree of entrainment would vary as the liquid level.varied, 
At a higher liqu:i,d leyel, less entrainment would.be expected because 
more time was. available for .separaticm of. the phase~~ For ea.ch test 
period the liquid;l.evel in the •absorber was-observed for relative change 
during a test; period but the actual level ,was not ·recorded .• 
So, gas entrainment in the rich oil sample would,cause bubbl.e 
point .. ca.lculat;:ions. to predic.t lower temperatures and higher pressure~ 
that1, observed. The entraimn.ent .hypethesis would also explain the dif-:-
ference. between the rich oil composition obtained.by sample analysis. 
and th9se.obta:i,ned by individual cempenent material balances. 
Th~se sample analyses were carried _out by Phillips Petroleum Co~-
pany in.Bart:J,esville, Oklahoma, Check aI).alyses were o~tained for all 
liquid samples when the discrepancies between calculated compositions 
and rep()rted -anal.yt:i,cal ,res,ults were .observed. The· repeated :analyses. 
were within reasonable limits on.all major components, less than 0.1 
mole·per cent. 
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The vapor-liquid equilibrium constants used in these calculations 
were.predicted by the ·Chao-S~ader correlation. Ind:i;vidual components 
wer~ identified for the lighter portiort of the oil. Eight carbon and 
heavier components defied complete identification at).d they were repor-
ted only by carbon number and per cent aromatics. These components 
were grouped to include compounds of several carbon numbers. Proper~ 
ties for thesepseudo-compounds were generated by a physic~l properties 
subroutine contained within the program. 
Components of this range fall at the limit of the Chao-Seader cor-
relation with reduced temperatures below 0.5. For the operating condi-
tions of these absorbers, all components with critical temperatures 
above 510°F have reduced temperatur~s below 0.5. This includes all 
components heavier· than heptane. In spite of being out of range, the 
Chao-Seader correlation was still employed as ·a consistent, readily 
available source of vapor-liquid equilibrium data. Any large errors 
due to heavy component descripti9n could be adjusted by manipulating 
the calculated physical.properties of.the pseudo-compone+its. In addi-
tion the vapor-liquid equilibrium constants for these components were 
not.crit:i;cal.in evaluating heavy component recoveries. Because they 
were very small nulI\bers, their absorptiori- factor was large and they 
left wholly in-the rich oil stream. 
The consistency of the K-values employed to flash each of the rich 
oil samples was .checked. The log K was linear with respect to the. 
square of .the critical temperature for all components except.methane. 
The K-'-values required to fall in _line with the other components were· 
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50 to 100 per cent higher than those predicted by the Chao-Seader cor-
relation. Methane equilibrium values that large would have resulted in 
additional vaporization of the rich oil sample. The results from.this 
consiste~cy test indicated that the problem incurred with the rich oil. 
streams was not the result of .inconsistency of K-value data. 
In the -absence of exact•an~lyti,cal.procedures anc;l experimental va-
por liquid equ::!.libr.ia data, .both. the chromatographic •analysi,s and the. 
application of the Chao-Seader correlation represented irtproveiµents 
over fir~t order approximations generally employ~d ·in.absorber calc~la-
tians. 
Howeve+, the strong dependence. of K-values of .the heavy components 
on.temperature a11d the- incomplete resolution of components in the oc-
tane to tridec.ane. range inhibited rigorous 'bubble· and dew point calcu-
lations. 
A·third cqnsistency check on the _material bala-o.ce around each ab-
scrrb~r call, be made by employing heat ba],ances; For convenience, the 
standard heat balance equation"".-heat in equals heat out:--has been· 
arranged ·as follQWs. 
In .this equa.tion H represents tq,e ·enthalpy of th,e stream ind.icated by 
the subscript. The first set of terms is the product enthalpy and the 
second. is the. feed. Th~ deviation Q includes both sensible heat en-
tering the absorber and uncertainty of the experiiµental·data. The NGl?.A 
K and H Value Computer ,Program provided the stream enthalpies at 
measured conditions. 
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In Table XVII th.e summary of all heat balance. calculations is pre-,. 
senteq., These calculations have been based.on a rich gas.feed rate of, 
100 moles per hour, Units for .the stream enthalpies are 1000 Btu per 
hour. 
TABLE XVII 
SUMMARY OF HEAT BALANCES 
Test Period 
Enthalpy, M Btu/hr 
Q Q/Hfeed. 
Dry Gas Rich Oil Rich Ga~ Lean Oil· % 
A24 347.2 -16.3 337.6 -12.6 6.4. 2.0 
AB 346.4 -16. 5 338.0 -12,5 4.·4 1.4 
B24 332.9 -11.4 338.5 -11.5 -5.5 -1. 7 
Bl~ 337.1 - 5.2 338.5 -11.4 4.7 1.4 
For.the A24test·pe~iod t;he deviation .was 6.4 Btu/hr or 2,0 per 
cent of the feed en;halpy •. For both t~e A8 and Bl6 test periods the. 
deviatio~s·were 1.4 per.cent.of the feed enthalpy. Th~ deviation for 
the B24 test period was, negative indicating hea.t · lea:ving the system. 
This must indicate all error in .the mater~al balance·or the enthalpy 
' 
calculations because the absorbers were operated below ambient tempera-
t1,1re. This,deviatioll, was.-5,5 M Btu/.hr or -1.7 per cent.of the feed 
enthalpy. · 
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All deviations have been presented as sensible heat lost.or gained 
from the system. There was no way to separate the exact amount of heat 
gained by the absorbers from surroundings from that introduced by un-
cer;tain.ties. However, from Appendix E, approximately O. 5 M Btu/hr 
would be gained by an absorber of the size .encountered and operated at 
the m~asured conditions. The remainder of the deviation, Q, must arise 
from uncertainties in .the materi,al balanc.e and enthalpy calculations. 
These uncertainties more than overshadow the sensible heat gained by 
the system and eliminate any need. to correct for the heat leaks; 
As a check on the .enthalpy source, a.second heat balance around 
each of the .absorbers was made using Kellogg enthalpies (5). The re-
sults from these balances were as follows for the heat entering the 
absorber as a per.cent of .the feed enthalpy: A24-- -0.5; A8-- -3.6; 
B24-- -4.1; and BS-- -5.1 per cent. In ·each case the deviation showed 
heat leaving the system. This. deviation, approximately five per cent, 
was interpreted as the ·order of magnitude of.the uncertainty in.the 
overall balanc.es of the sys terns. 
From.this evaluation of the data one fact become~ apparent--the · 
rich oil stream was the major source of un~e:rtainty for .all four test 
peric;>ds. First,. the composition calculated by component matei;:ial 
ha.lance differed up to eight per cent from the analytical composition. 
Second, the equilibrium phase calculations predicted the. rich oil to be 
from 2 to 18 per .cent,vapor. The accurate compositions of these rich 
oil streams were not directly required for the comparison with stage-:-
wise calculations.. They were requireq before thdse comparisons were. 
undertaken to eva::t.uate .the rich oil and rich gas. rates. The data 
evaluation also pointed out;: some of the problems encountered when 
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when,research grade data were to be obt~ned from plant scale equip-
~.• 
ment, · 
Comparison .. with Stagewise Calculc!-tions 
Once consistent experimental data had been established for each 
absorber test period, a comparison of actual results with those predic-
ted from theoretica1,mode+s was und,ertaken. An ideal tray model.was 
used to predict product rates, temperatures, and concentrations for 
specified operating conditions. 
The effectiveness of the .actual absorber was determined by com~ 
parison.with predi;cted results for various numbers of equilibrium 
stages. Solutions used in this evaluation were rigorous tray-by-trc!-y 
calcalations for an ideal tray absorber. These solutions were obtained 
using the Sujata. convergence technique (22) programmed by Spear (21). 
The specifications required to uniquely describe an absorber for this 
progr~m were rate, temperature and composition of both fee.d streams; 
the operating pressure of the absorber; and the number of theoretical 
stages. Of these requirements, .all were directly me.asured except for 
the rich gas rate anc;l the number of .theoretical stages, The rich gas. 
rate was calculated from material balance procedures, while the number 
of theoretical stages remained.the major adjustable parameter to de-
termine the ,effectiveness. 
A macroscopic .point of view for effectiveness was. taken because 
only boundary variables of the unit were monitored and insufficient 
data were obtained for a microscopic efficiency study. The effective-
ness was principally the number of theoretical·stages required.to re-
produce the operating conditions of.the actual unit. In addition to 
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the number of theoretica,l sta,ges, several other para,meters were inves-
tigated ,to more completely reproduce the operating conditio.ns. These 
variables affected calculated .results through the evaluation of thermo-
dynamic propertie1:1. They were operating pressure of the .absorber, 
characteriza·tion of the heavier components, and source of the thermo-
dynamic ,properties themselves. 
In order.to match calculated values with experimental values a set 
of target values was defined for .each test period. Included in this 
set of parameter1:1 were both product temperat4res, the dry gas rate, and· 
the concentration of the distributed components in the dry gas stream. 
Methane, ethane, and propane constituted these distribute.d components. 
The.rich oil rate was omitted, as it was directly coupled to the dry gas 
ra,te, Simila,rly, the .concentrations of the light hydrocarbons in the 
rich oil were not included as target parameters. 
The choice of the number of theqretical.trays was.arbitrary. The 
eight tray model was first investigated since.it was abo1,1t 30 per cent 
of the.total number of trays, the nominal efficiency of absorbers. 
Four trays were.employed to yield results for fewer trays while 16 and 
24 were investiga~ed to cover the possibilities up to 100 per cent.ef-
fi,ciency, Had the results of cme of .. the other choices appeared to 
closely matcq. experimental values then that particular number of trays 
would have been used in further investigation, 
The product .stream temperatur~s approached·. the exP'erimental values. 
when 16 theoretical trays were employedc For fewer.trays the ,dry gas 
tempera,tur~ was .below the experimental value while the rich gas. tem-
perature was above,the experimental value, This resulted from lower 
total absorption and.closer physica:j. relation of the product streams. 
As the number of trays increased, the dry gas temperature rose 6°F 
while the rich oil temperature dropped only 2°F. 
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The overall absorption as indicatec;l by the difference between the 
rich gas and.the dry gas rates increased with increasing number of 
trays. However, w::1,th 24 theoretical stages, the model could not,pre-
dict as much absorption as was actually obtained for the operating unit; 
The relative contribution of theoretical stages on the total absqrption 
was indicated by these results where a 6-fold increase in the number of 
theoretical stages produced only 5 per.cent.change in the total ,ab-
sorption amounti.ng to only Oo4 per cent of the measured dry gas rate. 
Just as the increase in th,e number of theoretical trays did not 
provide as mucl;i. total absorption as experimentally encountered, neither 
did it produce the component recoveries of the actual absorber. In all 
cases the methane concentration in the dry gas stream was below ana-
lytical resultso This indicated ,insuffici,ent recovery of ethane.and 
the heavier components of the .rich gas stream. · For the 16 · tray model 
the ethane concentration was .in good agreement with e:x;perimental values. 
This left the propane and heavier components to accounj: for,the unre-
covered portion. Since all of the .butane and heavier components were 
completely recovered, propane remained as the unrecovered portion. 
This was.substantiatecl. in the results shown in.Figure 5. The propane 
recovery could:not be accomplished solely by increasing the number of 
theoretical stages, 
For the A24 test period, a match of product temperatures was 
reached near 16 theoretical stageso However, based on overall and in-
dividual component recoveries, a 24 theoretical tray absorber woul~ 
not .absorb as much lightends as .the 24 actual tray plant unit~ Thus, 
TABLE XVIII 
SUM.i."1ARY OF ABSORBER MODEL SOLUTIONS BASED UPTIN A24 TEST PERIOD 
Dry Gas Rich 
Trays Temperature Rate Composition, Mole Per Cent Temperature 
OF Moles Methane Ethane Propane 
OF 
Experimental 24 45.0 92.323 86.150 6.417 1.553 22o0 
4 40.6 92.847 85.662 6.456 10886 23.7 
8 40.7 92.545 85.896 6.423 1. 751 22o0 
16 45.8 92.507 85.921 6.420 L 741 2L4 
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Figure 5. A Comparison of .. A24 Test Period Results With Calcu-
lated Values as the Number of Theoretical Stages 
Is Increased 
change brought by variation in the. numqer of theoret:i,caL stages was 
not, .sufficiet).t to .reach the experimental ,recoveries. 
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Similar ca~culations were made·for the AS, B24; and Bl6 test 
periods. Results from these calculati<ms are presented in Tables x:t.x 
through XXI and compared with experimenta+ values in Figures 6, 7, and. 
8. 
For the .A8 test pe~iod, four theoretical trays produced a solu-
tion with too little absorption, This fact was evidenced in eacb of the 
six sections, of Figure 60 The dry gas rate.was one per cent high, the 
dry gas temperature was S°F low, The methane concentration was too low 
while the ,ethane and propane conc~ntrations were too high. All of 
these facts indicated lower absorption than actually encountered during 
the test period. 
By increasing the number of theoretica,l trays to eight, doubling 
the initial value, increased recovery was noted., The improved.results 
did not approach experimental values sufficiently to merit ca+culations 
with more theoretical trays. 
Similar results were reported for .both.the B24 and Bl6 test.peri-:: 
ods--overall rec~veries less than experimentally determined ones. In 
both ·cases, an increased number of trays produced.results closer to ex-
pe:i:-imen tal values. However, these contributions to the recoveries were .. 
again insufficient to mc!,tch the recoveries of the experimental results. 
In addition to th~ number of ideal stages, othe,r input varia'qles 
for the tray-by-tray program were investigated to determine their effect 
on the .calculated solutions. Variables included in this investigation, 
were coluni.n operating pressure, characterization of the lean oil, and 
source of .the thermodynamic.properties. The magnitude of these effects 
TABLE XIX 
SUMMARY OF ABSORBER MODEL SOLUTIONS BASED UPON A8 TEST PERIOD 
Dry Gas Rich 
Trays Temperature Rate Composition, Mole Per Cent Temperature 
OF Moles Methane Ethane Propane 
OF 
Experimental 8 45.0 91.985 86.290 6.273 L372 22.0 
4 40.1 92.952 85.615 6.505 10888 2206 
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SUMMARY OF ABSORBER MODEL . .SOLUTIONS BASED UPON B24 TEST PERIOD 
Dry Gas Rich 
Trays Temperature Rate Composition, Mole Per Cent. Temperature 
OF Moles Methane Ethane Propane 
OF 
Experimental 24 47.0 88.830 86.434 6.380 10524 24.0 
4 41.1 92.676 85.326 6.590 10990 24.7 
8 44.3 92.341 85.542 6.558 1,869 23.6 
16 47.3 92.224 85.619 6.546 1.824 23.2 
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SUMMARY OF ABSORBER MODEL SOLUTIONS BASED UPON Bl6 TEST PERIOD 
Dry Gas Rich 
Trays Temperature Rate Composition, Mole Per Cent Temperature. 
OF Moles Methane Ethane Propane 
OF 
Experimental 16 47.0 89.978 86.652 6.230 1.399 23.0 
4 41.0 92.822 85.280 6.609 2.018 24.6 
8 44.3 92.498 85.489 6.580 1.903 23.5 
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must be developed before.any gener~lizatioI). can.be made for the.uncer-
tainty of the experimental dat~. 
Th~ unce;rta:i,nti~s of pressure measurement were of two _types, one 
major--an e~ror iq. the .absolute meas4red .va.;J.oe itself--and .. one m:i,nor'7-
• 
pressure drop per tray of the ·column~ '.Che pressure drop per tray was 
assumed to be zero by the computer prC>grall). used for. these calculations. 
By making calcul~tions at .. different pre~sures not only t'h,e effect of 
moderate ·errors. in the. ·meae;ured col\,1IIIIl pressure but· al1;10 the contribu-
tion due to stagewise -pressure drops were investigated. ·· All of these 
variij.tiOI).S · in .the pressure affeci;. the .solution through the evaluati()n . 
of the equ;i.libr.ium constants and .. enthalpies. 
A .. test .case was made u1;1ing the; A24· test period as the basis of. 
comparison, Calculations were made .at pressures 10 psi above and below 
the measu;ed value of 545 psia, Eight th.eoretic~l trays were used 
threu~hout thi!:! evaluation. Results from these calculations ·are pre'7 
sented in Table XXII alqng with tqe experimental -values and the results 
of calculations made at the.measured ,pressure. 
Only small·ch~nges wer~ observed in the solutions and·th~se re-
sults fSivored the. elevate~ pr~f;lsure, For the.SSS psia solution, the 
tQ_tal .r.ecovery. indicated by t'h,e dry gas. rate ,was approaching the ex-
perimental ·value. Overall, thi.s solution .more, nearly approx:l,ma t~d the. 
experim~ntaJ,. values than the solution at· the· reported pressure regard-
less of . the mµnber of trays . employed. This imprpveI\len t ~ however, was ·. 
not suffic;ient. to provide component recoveries comparable with e]!:peri-
mental .ones. By paralleling these results with those in Figure 5~ even 
the .combined .effects of increased pressure and more trays would no.t 
bring these.· recoveries to. the experimental level. 
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The difference between recoveries at vario4s pressures was the re-
sult.of changes in t~e equili~rium value for the .ligh~er cqmponents due. 
tc, pressure. As Figures .9, 10,. and.;11 show; the·equilibrium constan'l;s 
for methane, ethane, and propane decrease with inc~eased pressure. 
These vah1es '.were o~tained f;om the ·equilibrium flash calculations per-
formed: on ea~h stage of the .various solutions. Since all of these .un-
certainties af feet . the component .. receveries thr,<:)ugh the equilibrium 
canstants, the .variation they produced in tb,e constants was presented 
for fui;thet; comparisons. For the 1.8 per cent change in the.opera,1;:ing 
pressure, th~ methane:K-value was changed about 1.7 per-cent. The· 
ethaq.e ancl. propane K-values were .changed 1,4 and 1.0 per cent. 
TABLE XXII 
RESULTS. FOR AN EIGHT TRAY _MODEL OF·. THE·.A2A·:A'BS©RBE'R. AT VARIOUS PRESSURES 
Press~re, psia. 
Var~able 
545* 535 545 555 
Dry Gas 
Temperature,. OF 45 40.7 40.7 40.7 
Rate., mo~es/hr 92.323 92.596 92.545 9;2.396 
Ci, mole per cent 86.150 85.863 85.896 85.-935. 
C2, mole,per cent 6.417 6.439 '6 .423 6.403 
'{ 
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Figure 10. Pressure Depend~nce o:f Et;h,;1ne Equ:j.libriulll Values for 
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Figure 11. Pressure Dep~ndence of Propane Equilibrium Values for 
A24 Test P e:dod 
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A second indirect .. factor affecting the ·absorber model solutions 
was th~ descriptio~ of the lean oil. A complete component .iden~Hica-
tion of th~ heavy fractiQn was beyond the ·range of both anaiytical and 
computatioq.al capabiliti,es •. The analysis, hqwever, did provide carbon. 
number distribution an4 paraffin-aromatic ~atio for the oil samples •. 
Thi:s desci;ipti,on directly affect;ed the estimated m0lar density r~quired 
to dete:rmine the lean oil .molar feed +at~. In4irectly ,, the ,type and 
&I\lOUnt of components comprising the absorption oil affected the calcu-
latiqn of ,vapor-liquid, equilibrium constants. 
The equilibrium constants for the ,heavy. components had·no sign~fi-
cant .. effect on .thei;. recqveries because their absorption was complete., 
The absorption factor for th~e compon~nts was l~rge due to the.small K-
values. Order ·of magn! tud~ changes <in the.ir equili.brium values re-
sulted in no. chaQ.ge in. recqvery. 
Th~ characteriz~tion of this port:l.on of the absorption oil was .. im-
portal'!,t in ,deter~in:l,.ng the vapot'•liqui,d equilibri~ constant;s ·for the. 
light hyd:z;oca;bons,. Figure1:1 12, 1 13 ,, and· 14 present the relative depen-·. ( 
denc~. of methane, ethane anci(prop,ane K .. values ·on. three differeI).t 
charact;erizatiqns of the .heavy oil. £:action... Thes.e values were .obtained: 
directly· frCilm. absorber .. calct1,lati.ons, with .the: illlcorporated Chao-Seader 
proced1.n:-e •. 
The l~.:rgest va.1.ues f~r el:!,Ch compenent . .were pred:1,cted using three 
pse1,1do-compcments to .represent all .. cCi>mpounds witl). six .or mo'I'.e ·carbon. 
atoms. · The intermeq.iat~ values were predicted ,when .those components 
were di,vided·by.carbon nul\lber and te-p.·per cent aromatics were·inc;luded 
in .. the d~'scriptit\ln. Tq.e third set of .equilibrium values was, included. 
to indicat:e · the importance of complete characterization of the oil. 
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Figure 12. Composition Dependence of Me4hane Equilibrium Values 
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Figure 13. Cemposition Dependence 0f Ethane Equilibrium Values 
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Figure 14. Composition Dependence of Propane Equilibrium Values 
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For this case all six carbon and heavier components were simply classi-
fied as normal paraffins with the same chain length. 
All equilibrium values for these figures were obtained from re-
sults of the Sujata tray-by-tray program with the Chao-Seader correla-
tion included. The absorber specifications were based upon the A24 test 
period at 545 psia a~d eight theoretical trays. Produce compositions, 
rates, and temperatures predicted by these calculations are summarized 
in Table XXIIL 
TABLE XXIII 
RESULTS FOR AN EIGHT TRAY MODEL OF THE A24 ABSORBER WITH DIFFERENT 
OIL CHARACTERIZATIONS 
Characterization 
Variable 3-Pseudo- 10 Per Cent 
Experimental Components Aromatic Paraffin 
Dry Gas 
Temperature, OF 45 40.7 40.8 40.8 
Rate, moles/hr 92,323 92.545 92.521 92.346 
Cp mole per cent 86.150 85.896 85.401 85.974 
C2, mole per cent 6.417 6.423 6.416 6.386 
c 3, mole per cent 1.553 1.751 1.740 1.690 
Rich Oil 
Temperature, OF 22 22.0 22.0 22.2 
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The·light hydrocarbon_K-values obtained.using the cc:,mplete.carbon 
number breakdown ta d~scribe the oil were approximately one p~r,cent, 
lowe?; thari, ·th9s,e 'predicted for the. three pse.udo-,.component oi~ descrip-: 
tio~. Results from absorber solution,s obtained ·using th.e paraffin 
descriptiOI!, had _K-values 2.5 t~ 4.0 per ce.nt lower, than those of the ·3 
componertt .. description, These .. addttiona'l · cl).aracterizati_ons of the oil, 
were employed -tc;> il+ustrate. tlle effect of the descriptiO'Q of the ab,-
sorber oil had. on ·the K-values ef the light hydrocarbens •. No inferei;ice 
ii:! intended that the ,heavier components ·should have been characterized. 
as paraffins, .but ra_ther the ,description of the heavier portion of. the 
absorber oil·should,be complete before,attempting exact matheniatical 
mo_deling. 
A rece.nt report; by the .N.GPA (24) ind,icated the sa'Ole · large cb,ange 
in K-values for the 1:1;.ght•hydrocarbons with the changes in th.e oil 
composition. Data from foul;" systems described. in Table XXIV were. pre- . 
sented in. that. repcn;-t. Alth.ough none of thes·e absorber :oils were ,.simi-
lar .to the. 150 )ll.Olecular·weight oi.l •employed during _these tests, the· 
K-values for· these system$ were compared to tq.ose calculate.d for the 
plant. tes t:s • 
Far the. typical ,Gulf Coast abs.orber oi::l.s, A and B, . the methane ·K- .. 
values were five per cent above·those calculate4 for these test:s~ The 
ethane and pr9pane K-value.s were 'below calculate4 one$ by 12 and .15 ·per 
cent:. · For the .high+y aro_matic -absorber oil, C, _the differences were 
22, -4, ,and -15 per ce:nt for ,meth~ne; ethane; and propan~. K-values 
for the ,highly ·napthenic oil sys_tem,, n, differed from···predicted .values 
by .12, -18; and -22 p-e.r .cent. Whi'l.e ·the···systems~rtudie-d-·in the NGPA 
report wel;'e not comparable t~ th;e .Blackwell unit, the.y ·d,id further · 
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indicate the importance of knowing the absorber oil makeup and having 
experimental data to back up vapor-liquid equilibrium calculations, 
TABLE XXIV 
DESCRIPTION OF FOUR REAL ABSORBER OILS 
Absorber Oil Paraffin Napthene Aromatic Mol. Wt. 
A Typical Gulf Coast 45.7 40.2 12o2 103 
B Typical Gulf Co.ast. 52.2 35.6 12.2 130 
C Highly Arpmatic 34.6 32.2 33.1 122 
D Highly Napthenic 33.0 57.6 9.4. 113 
Source: Wilson, G. M.·, and S. T. Barton, "K-Values. in Highly Aromatic 
anci Highly Napthenic Real Oil Absorber Systems." Research Re-
port-2 Natural Gas Processors Association, Tulsa, Oklahoma, 
March, 1971. 
A third indirect variable.investigated was th.e equilibrium values 
themselves. Three sources provided vapor-liquid equilibrium constants 
for the tray-by-tray program. Primarily, equilibrium values were pre-
dieted from the .Chao-Seader co.rrelation contained in the absorber pro-
gram. Secondary sources of equilibrium values were. two computer 
programs--the NGPA K and H Value Computer Program• (14) and Coefficients 
for the 1957 NGPSA Engineering Data Book K Cha.rts (14). 
The former provided equilibrium stage flash calculations using the 
Chao-Seader correlation. For thi~ case, product distributions for the. 
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ind,ividual·stages were·estimated. Then the liquid and-vapol;' entering a 
given stage were combined.to previde the feed stream for the flash 
model.· The K values, for .each C(?mpe;,nent were expressecj. as a power series . 
in temperat;ure for .the absorber program. 
Differepces between thesie -v:a:J.ues and those .obtained by the, primary 
method,reflected two things. First, tl).ey diffei;,ed as to the feed to an 
equilibrium stage from estimat_ed to actually calculated values.. Second, 
they included. the .errors intreducecj. when fitting the K values to the 
equ~tion used in the absorber program. The equation used in this ver~ 
sion of the program was 
in K = A+ B/T + C/T2 
where A,. B; and C were the regression coefficients and T, the .Rankine 
temperature divided by one hundred. 
An'?ther readily available souJ;"ce of; equilibrium values employed 
was a COlt\puter program--Coefficients for the 1957 NGPSA Engineering 
Data Book K Ch,;1,rts. This program .provided .coefficients for the above 
equation directly from the cenvergence pressure K value data found;in 
the. 1957 NGPSA Engineering Data Book (5). BotlJ.. of these .secondary 
sources ,of equilibrium values have been available through the NGPA and 
have peen frequent;ly employed commercially. 
Figures 15, 16, and 17 present equ:f.librium cons tan ts from these 
sources for methane, etha~e, ancj. propane. For all components the 
Coefficients for the 1957 NGPSA Engineering Data Book.K Charts Program 
predicted values. substant;ially lower than the Chao-Seader methods. 
Methane K-values were. from .10 to .16 per cent below values from the Chao-
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was 30 per, cent; lower. The values. from the off line Chao-Sead~:t: pro-
gram, the NGPA Kand H Value Computer Program, were also lower than 
tho~e predicted by the hybrid program by about '3 to 8 per. cent, 
Results from absorber.calc1,1lations,employing K values from these 
sources .are.shown,in Table XXV. 0perating data.from the A24 test peri-
od. was. used and eight. theoretical trays were. specified, As expected,. 
results from ca:lculati.ons, made with the smaller equilibrium values re-
ported.more.complete.absorption of the l:i-ght hydrodarbons. In both 
cases employing the secondary sources, the overall absorption exceeded 
the experime~tal .value while direct application of the Chao-Seader 
correlation did not.reach the experimental value, 
TABLE XXV 
RESVLTS FOR AN 8 TRAY MODEL 0F THE. A24 ABSORBER WITH DIFFERENT SOURCES 
Source 1957 
Variable Ex:perimenial K :-Vahie Direct Ind:i,rect 
Chao-Seader Chao-Seader Program 
Dry Gas 
Temperature, OF 45 40.7 44.3 45.5 
Rate, moles/hr 92.323 92~ 545 91. 826 91. 884 
c 1, male per cent. 86.150 "85·;-696 86.144 86.348 
Cz, mole per cent 6.417 6,423 6.287 6.249 
C3' mole .per cent 1.553 L 751 1.594 1.430 
Rich Oil 
Temperatur~, 0 F 22 22 20.7 26.6 
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Comparison of the experimental results with those obtained from 
stagewise calculations did not.lead to exact matches in component re-
coveries .or prqduct conditians o Using the. combined stagewise calcula-
tions· and thermodynamic propert;ies program one could no.t predict the 
light hydrocarbon. recoveries found in the actual tes.t runs regardless 
of the num~er of theqretical.trays employed, The uncertainty intro-
duced by the .experimental ,data produced ,greater changes in the ca.lcula-
ted soluticms than could be made by increasing the. number of stages, 
Apparently, research grade data coul~ not.be obtained from indus-
trial equipment witHout additional instrumentation. However, even with 
more saphisticEited equipment, the problem would not be resolved. For 
exEimple, th~ studies .made at variou,. pressures produced changes in com-
ponen; recoveries that were less than those intreduced by changing the 
characterization of the heavy oil fractidn. Also, the source 0£ the. 
vapor-liquid.equilibrium canstants had a greater effect on the compo-
nent recoveries than did the oil,characterizatian, pressure, or number 
of theor.etical stage~. So .not only mo.re instrumeni;ation but also a 
larger.number of ,longer test periods and more experimental .data on the 
thermodynamics o:f; the.system would be required to accurc1,tely model 
plant-scale natural:gas a~sorbers. Unfortunately such things find 
th~ir home in research laboratories rather than in the field. 
Error Analysis 
In evaluating experimental data, the affects of. uncertainties .in-· 
the measured quantities were .investigat_ed .with regards to thei,r in-. 
fluence on the absorber description. For this purpose a model was de-
veloped based upon the physical configurati,on employed at the .Ambrose 
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Gasoline. Plant. The material balance model required a measured lean 
oil rate; LO, and a measured dry gas rate, DG, plus complete component 
analyses of the rich and lean oil.streams. For these analyses X and. 
· RO 
XLO represented, the mole fraction summation of the heavy oil portion in,. 
the rich oil and_ lean oil. samples. These quantities- were used to cal"'." 
culate the ·two ·rates that could no_t be ,directly measured, the rich gas 
and ri~h oil rates. 
For these simple absorbers, the material balance was completed as 
below. 
LO = · measured 
DG · measured 
, XLO 
RO = ( ~O )LO 
RG (DG +RO) - LO 
The individual flow rates were a function of the following independent 
variables. 
LO = f(LO) 
DG = f(DG) 
RO = f (LO, XLo, ,XRo) 
RG = f(LO, RO, DG) 
The totai derivatives .for these rates were taken. 
dLO = dLO · 
dDG = dDG 
dRO = 
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dRG .. (:·~~)RO' LO dDG + ( :!g) DG' LO dRO + ( ~~g) DG' RO dLO 
Evaluating the derivc!,tives and substituting, the equatio~s became func"':' 
tions of the.measured quantities. 
dLO = dLO 
dDG = dDG 
dRO = RO [ dLC> + d!.Lo - d!Ro. 1 
LO X10 XRo J 
dRG = dBG + RO [ ~~~ ,- ~:: ) + [ : - 1 l dLO 
These equations were used to reflect the variation of the measured vari-
ables, DG, LO, XLo, and XRO upon the dependent variables RO and.RG. 
For example, suppose the uncertainty in the measured .lean oil rate 
wa,s 1. 0 per cent of its rate. In applying these equations to calct,1late 
the uncertainties in other rates, the following results were obtained. 
dLO = 0.01 LO 
dDG • 0 
dRO .. 0.01 RO. 
dRG • O.Ol(RO - LO) • 
The uncertainty in th,e calculated .rich .oil rate would be one per cent 
of th~ ricq oil rate~ The uncertainty in the rich gas rate would.be 
one per cent of the difference in the .rich .oil and lean oil rate or 
one per cent of the total absorption. These equations were used 
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when the uncertainties in experimental values had been established, 
Once·the. model had been developed for expressing the uncertainl;:y 
of· measured quantiti~s in .the ma.terial balanc:e equatic;ms, the mc;,del was 
exl;:enqed to l"redict the uncertaint.ies ,of the calc:ulated product compo- · 
sitions aI).d rates. As a starting p~int for this portion of.the model, 
the rigorous absorber equation, was used as defined in equation 5. 
= (5) 
Assuming non'e, of the light hydrocarbons were present in the lean 
oil, the second termof the equation was dropped, The resulting equa-
tion was rearrange9 to give the ratio of product to feed for each of 
the light components. This was the fraction not absorbed which .was 
di;mo ted as o • 
(17) 
Assuming that some ccmstant absorption factor could represent the· 
entire t0wer, then the right haI).d portion of this eql.lation was replaced 
by its mathematical equivalence. 
v, A -1 
8 = J. = 
vn+l 
An+l - 1 
Experimental values for v 1 and vn+l were used to ca+culate this con-
stant, absorption factor .for the actual operating ccmc;litions. 
Next, the ,constant absorption factor was assumed to be directly 
pr0portional to the to.tal ,lean oil rate, LO, and inversely proportional 
tQ both the .rich .gas rate, RG, and the equilibrium constant evaluated 
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at the.average column conditions. The proportionality constant~µ, 
required .for this equality was assumf$ij to be cons tan~ for .small changes 
in thE;! system. 
A = LO J.l--
RGxK 
The. tot,\:!-1 differentic1.ls of 8 and .A were developed as shown, 
cS f(A, n) 
A = f(LO, RG, K) 
dA = (}1~)RG,K dLO + (8~)10,K dRG + (::)10,RG dK 
Taking the appropriate derivatives and substituting the constant 
absorption factor yielded an equation for predicting changes in the 
absorption of the ligpt hydrocarbons. 
dcS = [ . 1 .· __ (n+l)An J dA + [ -cSAn+l tnA J dn . An+ 1 - 1 An+ 1 - 1 An+ 1 - 1 (19) 
For cenvenience, this change was expressed as the change in thE;! 
dry gas rate for each componE;!nt. 
Vl = cSv n+l 
dv 1 do dvn+l 
= -+ 
Vl cS. Vn+l 
The left hand. term of th:!,s equatic;m was the .fraction change in re-
covery of the individual,component. Finally, combinc1.tion of these 
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equations produced the ·follow~ng equation to estimate the .change ·in .. dry 
gas·rate·for individual.light hydrocarbons. 
where, 
dLO dK dRG 
C1 -· - + C2 ___.;;_+ C3 .,;....,.... + C4 dn 
LO K RG 
[ . 1. (n+l)Ano ] A 




The coe~ficients of variation were.functions of two experimentally 
determined quantities--o and A--and:one parameter, the.number of .theo-
retical, stage$. Numerical values for .these. coefficients, are presented 
in Table XXVI .for methane; ethane, and propane~ The experimental data .. 
from the A24 test pe:r;iod were .used with three levels of the ,paratp.eter 
n-8, 16 and 24.theoretical trays. 
The cae;fficients from this table were employed in the following 
manner, S~ppose the absorber dur~ng t°Q,e A24 test per:1,od was operated · 
suc;:h that· it .had eight'. .theoretical stages. Then for metlitane, a one per, 
cent .increase ,in the lean oil p.rod,uced a G.03 per cent <:i.ec:r;ease in the 
methane in the dry gas. For ethane and.propane, the same one·per cent 
increase in the lean oil rate would have given a 0.21 and .1.14 per 
cent decrease in the~r respec~ive dry gas rateso Thus, the.recoveries 
for the~e ·components.woul4 have increased by those amounts. 
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A one.per cent d~crease in the equilibrium constants for those 
components would have produced the same results as the increase in lean. 
oil rate. This was i"Q.dicated ,by their respective coefficients of vari-
ation. 
TABLE XXVI 
VARIATION ,COEFFICIE.NTS FOR A24 ABSORBERS 
Component 0 A LO RG K n 
8 Methane· 0.9687 0.0313 -0.0323. 1.0323 0.0323 -lE-13 
Trays Ethan~. 0.8273 0.1727· -0.2088 1.2088 0.2088 -2E- 7 
Propane. 0.46029 0.5416 -1.1450 2.1450 1.1450 -2E- ,3 
16 Methane. 0,9687 0.0313 -0.0323 1.0323 0.0323 -9E-26 
Trays Ethane 0.8273 0.1727. -0.2088 1. 2088 0.2088 -2E-13 
Propane 0.46029 0,5397 -0.1720 2.1720 1.1720 -2E- 5 
24 Methane 0.9687 0. 0313 -0.0323 1.0323 0.0323 -9E-38 
Trays Ethane 0.8273 0.172·7· -0.2088 1.2088 0.2088 -2E-19 
Propane 0.46029 0.5397 -1.1730 2.1730 1.1730 -lE- 7 
For the same case, a one per cent decrease.in the rich gas.rate 
would have decreased the dry gas ra,tes .for those, components by 1.03, 
1.21, and 2,14 per cent respectively. 
From this model, an add~tional theoretica,l stage would have de-
creased the methane dry gas rate ·by .1 x 10-ll per cent. For etha11,e and 
propane, the.addition.would ha,ve decreased the component,dry gas -rates 
by 2 x 10-5 and 0.2 per cent. 
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In ev:aluation overall uncertaintie1:1 in monitoring the .actual ab-
sorber operating cend+tio~s, the errors .in measured quantities must.be 
obtainec;i. Since insuffic~ent .. data .were. available to statistic~lly es-
timate these variatians, they wer~ empiric~lly estimated. These values 
were taken only as-order of magnitude approximations. 
Dry Gas Rate--±5 per cent. Thevelume flow rate was determined 
from an orifice mete;. 
Lean Oi+ Rate--±lO per cen-r;: •. Th~ volume flow rate was again 
obtained from aIJ, orifice meter. However, the. conversion 
from valumetriq to molar ratea introduced more uncertain-r;:y. 
Component .. Analyses--±2 per cent of the componen1: concentration. 
Equilibrium Constants-~±10 per cent. This .value accommodated 
uncertainty .in K-values themselves.and the uncertainties 
in the ,temperature and pressure measurements. 
The uncerta:(.nties in the :measured ;rates e:x:pressed as factors in 











The uncertain1:ies for the rich oil and rich gas streams were calculated. 
by applyin,g equat!Qns 15 and 16. 
Rich Oil: 




'( dLQ. dXLo dXRG ) 
... + -+--+--·- = 
- to x10 x:Ro ±0.14 
± {o.05DG + (d~LO + ~RO) B,~ + 0.1 (l.lO-LO) } = ±0,059 
RG . Xw XR.o llG .. RG 
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These values were based upon measured quantities obtained from the. 
A24 test period. Applying equation 20 with the variation coef~icients 
from .Table XXVI., the maximum uncertainty in the predicted dry gas ce;>n-
centration was calculated from the follewing equations. 
Methane: dv1 "" -0, 0323 dLO + 1. 0323 dRG + 0. 0323· dK 
v1 LO RG K 
Ethane: = -0. 2088 d{g + L 2088 d:g + O. 2088 a: 
dv1 
1 1450 dLO 2 14 0 dRG 1.1450 dKK = - ' · LO + 0 5 RG + Propane: · 
The maximum uncertainties for an eight tray model are presented in .. 
Table XXVII. The effect of adding or subtracting one tray was approxi-
mated from the coefficient of .variation. For all three components the 
uncertainty exceeded the effect of .one tray change. For propane.the 
uncertainty was more than twice the change produced by an additional 
stage, This lack.of resolution was critical in the evaluation of this 
absorber test data~ 
Comparison of Parallel Operated Absorber 
Up to.this point all discussion has been directed toward the.indi, 
vidual absorl;)er test periods. The followi,ng t~bles have been pre1;1ented 
to take advantage of the unique ccmfiguration. of the parallel absorbers 
operating at nearly the same conditions but with a different number of 
actual trays. The maj 0r advantage of this confi.guratfon was that only 
the individual d~y gas compositions were required for the comparison 
since the rich gas and lean oil streams were split to feed the indivi-
dual towers. Other advantages were: the .feed.stream compositions and 
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temperatures were identical; the.lean.oil rates .did not require precise 
conversi~n to molar rates; and measurements for the .two absorbers were. 
required only tp be.relative tp each'other. 
TABLE XXVII 
UNCERTAINTIES IN MEASURE];) VARIABLE.S MANIFES.TED .IN THE COMPONENT 
DRY GAS RATES FOR THE A24 TEST PERIOD 
Per Cent 
Moles* 
Change Produced by 
AddiUonal Stage, moles 






0.67 · 0.50 
2 x 10- 5 0.1 
The·four,tests at tl;>.e Ambrose Gasoline. Plant wex-e made in.two sets.· 
The fi.rst .set included a .simple ,24. tray absorber operated .in ·pa:r;-allel 
to an eight tray tower. Both the .rich gas and lean oil streams.were 
common·to the two units. In the second set, a 16 tray tower was run in 
parallel with the 24.tray colu~n. The results from the.two sets h~ve 
been summa~ized in Table.IX. 
In the .first period, a 24 tray a~sorber was operated in parallel . 
to an. eight tray abserber. The pressure ef the 24 _tray, A24, absorber 
was-.nine psi higher thaD, that; ef the eight t:r;ay al;>sorber, A8. The dry 
gases from both'absorbers were c0mbined immediately after being metered 
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individually and were nearly the same pressure. Since the pressures 
reported were measured at the .rich oil port, the pressure difference 
was roughly. the difference in pressure drqp across,the trays plus ex""' 
perimental error in .the measurement. 
The rich gas rates were specified equal since the basis for all. 
calculations.was 100 moles of rich gas per hour. The lean oil rates 
differed less than 0.8 per cent. Physically, this was not the case as 
more.oil and gas were fed to the AS absorber--tha lower pressure ab-
sorber. However, with the change of basis, the lean .oil rates became 
almost identical. .t 
The A8 absorber recovered more gas, 8.015 moles, the A24; 7.677 
moles. This was 4 .· 4 per cent increase over the A24 value. This addi-
tional recovery was reflected in the metha~e, ethane, and propane re-
coveries. Here component recoveries are the moles removed from the rich 
gas divided by the moles of rich gas for each.compone1'!,t, 
·.f 1,: 
Rec0very = 
The increase in recovery for each component co~pared to the A44 
absorber hac1 been shown in .Table XXVIII. 
For each of the light hydrocarbons, the recovery was greater for 
the absorber with 8 trays than the absorber with 24 trays. Howeve:t;", 
this difference in recoveries was less than that introduced by the ex-
perimental errors in me.asurements. With only two, or even four test 
periods, insufficient data were available for specific statistical.con-
clusions. 
Results for the second set of test periods, Table XXIX, were gene-
rally the same 1 as for the first set. For.either set, however, very 
litt~e difference was observed in the .recovery of.the light hydrocar-
bans regardless of the number.of actual.trays employed. 
TABLE XXVIII 
COJ:1:PARISON OF LIGHT HYDROCARBON RECOVERIES FOR PARALLEL ABSORBERS 
OPERATED WITH 24 AND 8 TRAYS 
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Componeri t _ 
Recovery Recovery with 8 trays. 
A24 A8 Recovery with 24 trays 
Methane 0.0307 0.0326 1.062 
Ethane 0. 17 52 . 0.1967 1.123 
Propane·. 0.5917 0.6413 1.084 
TABLE XXIX· 
COMPARISON .OF LIGHT HYDROCARBON: RECOVERIES .FOR PARALLEL ABSORBERS 
OPERATED WITH . 24 AND 16 TRAYS 
Component 
Recovel;:'y Recoverr with 16 trars 
A24 A8 Recovery with 24 trays. 
Methane.· 0.0593 0.0448 0.755 
Ethane 0.2269 0.2354 1.037 
Propane o~ 6317 0.6567 1.040 
CHAPTER VII 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The following conclusions and recommendations are offered for the re-
sults .of absorber tests made at the ,Cities Service Oil Company, Ambrose 
Gasoline Plant . in Blackwell, Oklahoma, 
Evaluation of Experimental Data 
1. Flow rc1,tes. The lean .oil and dry gas streams were adequately 
measured although calibrated orific.e coefficients ·would have improved 
the accuracy of. those measurements. · Since the rich oil and.· rich gas 
rates could not.be me1;1sured, the burden,of completing the mater:i,al 
balan~e fell on the twp measured streams. 
2. Temperatures. All measured temperatures could be obtained 
with r~asonable accuracy with the. thermometers. available. Two changes 
are recommended.to provi4e improved monitoring of the absorber opera~ 
tion. First, the individual dry gas temperature should-be measured. 
This would provide a complete heat.balance around the unit, Second, if 
possible the stream temperatures should be.measured as close as possible 
to the ·entrance and exit ports. 
3. Samples. The sample analysis provided by Cities Service Oil 
Company and Phillips Petroleum Company appear.to be excellent, The 
sampling technique could be improved with min9r modific.ation to, the 
operating units, For example.the rich gas sample should have been 
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taken immediately prior to entering the.absorber. Also the .rich oil 
strea~ should be sampled from.the exit stream rather than the signt 
glass, 
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4. Mater:1,al Balanc.e Calcub.tio-q.s, Closing the. ove:i;-all .-material 
balance for the individual absorbers .did not appear to be.a problem 
when .the heavy fraction .balai,.ce was employed. However, the rich oil 
composition calc~lated from the individual mater:l,al balances differed 
substantially from.the analytical results for the light hydrocarbons. 
Again, by .having to use the heavy oil fraction to calculate the rich 
oil and·then rich gas rates, no extra informatio~ was available to re-
solve this difference, 
5. Flash Calculations-- Vapor-liquid. equilibrium ca.lculation on. 
the feed and produc~ streams were.made using the .Chao-Sea~er correla-
tion to predict .the thermodynamic .properties. Results for the lean .oil, 
rich gas, and dry gas streams gave.the proper phase for the .streams. 
For the rich oil stt:eam, all.results predicted a two phase mixture from. 
2 to 18 per cent vapor. These results along with cqmponent,material 
balance c~lculations indicated a rich oil.sample that contained too 
much light hydrocarbons, Dupl:1,.cate sample analyses· repeated the orig-
inal results and further reinforced the conclusion that the ·rich oil 
sampling procedu~e may not.have been an accurate sample of the stream 
leaving the unit, 
6. Heat Balance Calculations. With the individual dry gas tem-
peratures unavailable and the. uncertainty of the calculated rich o:1,.1 
and rich gas rates, the heat balanace calculations. could on,l.y indicate· 
possible problems. These.deviations were larger.than could be 
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attributed to heat leaks into the .absorbers. The uncertainty in each· 
case·appeared to be ·in.evaluating the rich oil.cond:l,tions. 
Comparison With Tray-by-Tray Solutions' 
1 •. Direct Comparison. In each of the four absorber tests, direct 
comparison of the experimental·. results with those of the tray-by-tray 
solutions showed._that the light hydrocarbon recoveries of the plant 
scale units exceeded results provided by the model. Even when the num-
ber of ideal.trays equalled the _number of actual stages, the pred::1.cted 
recoveries were below experimental ,values. These differences prompted 
the investigation of three variables that indirectly affecte4 the calcu-
lated component recoveries. 
2. Pressure. Calculated.results obtained at ten psia above and 
below the.measured pressure indicated more recovery at the highest 
pressure. The increased recoveries were not sufficient to match ex-
perimental values. The changes produced by the variations in operating 
pressure revealed that any correction for pressure drop per stage woul4 
be minor when compared,to the existing differences between experimental 
and calculated.recoveries. 
3. Oil CharacteJ;"ization.. The ,carbon number distr_ibution for tte · 
heavy fractton of the ,oil stream represented .the progress made in an-
alysis brought by the gas chromatograph. Parallel ,to this·development 
was that of _the vapor-liquid,equilibrium correlations such as the.Chao-
Sea4er correlation used in.this work, The calculated ·absorber solu-
tions.obtained.with different chaJ;'acterizations of.the oil fraction 
illustrated the importance of this variable. Solutions obtained for 
different characterizations varied more than did solutions obtained 
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with 24 and 4 trays. The proper characterization of the oil f:c:action 
as it .affects the light hydrocarbon vapor-liquid equilibrium values 
should be well defin~d before.attempting to mode+ experimental absorber 
data. 
4, Source of Vapor-Liquid Equilibrium Data. The source of vapor-
liquid equili.brium constants like the oil characterization had a larger 
effect on the ·predicted light ,hydrocarbon recoveries than the number of 
theoretical stages. Both'of the studies indicated the need for more 
complete vapor-liquid equilibrium data.for the system being studied. 
Whe1;her this informat:i.on be obtained from more complete characteriza-
tion of the heavy components, from improved correlations, or from ex~ 
perimental data, it should be obtained before any further studies are 
made for the effectiveness of natural gas absorbers. 
Comparison of Parallel Test Runs 
In tqe comparison.of the experimental data with tray-by-tray cal, 
culations, some problems were e'Q.ceuz:itered in.selecting the equilibrium 
constants, These problems tended!to overshE!,dow the deteril).inat:(.on ,of 
the numl,,er of ideal stages required to produce similar recoveries of .. 
the light :.hydrecarbons, In obtai'Q.ing the exper:l.mental data from para- . 
llel absorbers thiE! problem .did not int;erfer with the, comparison of 
the~e result~ , 
Results from the .two sets of test periods show only small differ~n-
c~s in .. the recoveries for first 24 .and 8 trays and then 26 and 16 t:c:ays ~ 
For the cqmparison, the dry gas compositions were used directly to give 
the light hyd;ocarbon recoveries, In both sets of test runs, the tov;rer 
with fewe:c: trays appeared to give as good as or bet;ter recoveries. 
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These deviat~ons.were small and were.thought to be the reijult.of small 
diffex:ences in colutlln operating cqnditions. 
The: use .. of parallel absorbers appears to. offer the .best .method for 
determining the effec;iveness .of plant scale.natural gas -absorbers. 
Evidence.from this work.indicated that little or no loss of production 
would .. occul;'. Such future work. would require modification of the test 
absorber and.installation of flow meters for the rich gas and rich oil 
streams for both units. By opel;'ating the parallel absorbers for some 
reasonable period at identical conditions and tak~ng several samples of 
each stream, the relative effectiveness of.the contact stage could be 
determined without research level vapor-liquid equilibrium data as re-
quired for comparison with rigorous modelling. 
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NOMENCLATURE 
Upper-Case 
A Absorption factor defined as A = L/KV . 
c Number of components 
G Heat balance error.for individua:I_ stage 
H Total stream enthalpy 
K Component equilibrium constant. 
L Tota,! liquid rate leaving a.tray, moles 
Q Net error in overall heat balance . . 
s Stripping factor defined as S = KV/L 
T Temperature, 0 R 
v Total vapor rate leaving a tray, moles 
Summation of liquid. mole fractionSI for j and heavier components 
Lower Case 
fi Moles of partic4lar component entering as feed on tray i 
i Index for the tray 
j Ind~x for the component 
11 Component j li,quic;l rate leaving tray i, moles 
n Total .number of trays; also refers _to bottom tray 
n+l Refers to.rich gas stream 
t. Temperatt.ire on stage i 
l. 
v Component j vapor rate leaving tray i, moles 
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O Refers to lean oil.stream 
l Refer$ to tqp tray 
Mis cellaneo,us 
CI.J Ratio of xj to Xca 
o Fraction of j not absorbed 
µ Proportionality .cons~ant.for equation 18 
TIA A1A2A3 • • • ~ 
I:A A1A2A3 ••• An+ A2A3 ••• ~ + ... + '\. 
DG Dry gas.stream 
LO Lean.oil strea~ 
RG Rich gas stream .. 
RO Rich oil steam 
APPENDIX A 
STRE.AJ,1 ANALYSIS 
The lean .oil and ri9h oil analyses were made by the Phillips Pe-
troleum Company at their Bartlesville Research Laboratory. Their pro-
cedure was as follows, 
The rich .oils were repressurized to approximately 1000 psig with 
ethylene glycol. l'he hydrocarbon phase was sampled and split by dis-
tillati,on betwee.n components containing five carbon atoms and those 
containing six. The lighter components were deter'.Qlined from procedures 
outlined in NGPA Bull_etin 2261-6A,l'The Analysis of Natural Gases" (12). 
TheC6 and heavier materials for both rich and lean oils were 
analyzed on.two gas-liquid ch~omatograph capillary columns. The c6 and 
lighter components were individually identified on a 150 foot by 0.01" 
ID squalane capillar:y. A.150' x 0.01" ID DC-550 column was used to de-
termine the distribution of carbon numbers in the c7 and heavier pore 
tions. 
ASTM sulfonation procedures on the morning lean oil sample indi-
cated approximately 10% aromatics in the c7 plus fraction. This value 
was used as a typical value in correcting the DC-550 column's tendency 
to elute aromatic compounds with components with one more carbon on.the 
chain. 
The complete oil analyses are shown in Tables XXX and XXXI. The 




COMJ;>LETE OIL ANALYl,ES FOR A24 AND AB TEST PERIODS 
Rich Oil Lean .. 
Component 24 Tray. 8 Tray Oil 
Absorber Absorber 
Mole Mole Mole· 
Per Cent Per Cent Per Cent 
Nit:1::ogen 0.52 0.55 
Methane 19.4 22.9 0.01 
Ethane 9.5 9.8 0.04 
Carbon Dioxide 0.10 0.12 
Propane 15.1 14.2 0.03 
Isobutane· 2.55 2 .14 · o. 01 · 
n-Butane 5.6 4.6 0.10 
Isopentane 1.04 0. 80 0.25 
n-Pentane 1.08 0.85 0.43 
Cyclopentane. 0.02 0.03 0.06 
Neohexane <0.01 0.01 0.01 
2,3-Dimethylbutane 0.04 0.03 0.03 
2-Methylpentane 0.18 0.16 0.24 
3-Methylpentane 0.10 0.10 0.16 
n-Hexane 0.31 0.29 0.58 
Methylcyclopentane 0 .15 0.17 0.31 
2,2-Dimethylpentane 
Benzene o. 02 · 0.03 · 0.03 
Cyclohexane 0.21 0.32 0.53 
Heptanes 2.17 2.08 4.9 
OctaI).es 4.8 4.5 10.5 
Nonaµ.es 4.7 4.6 10.5 
De canes 7.,; 7.3 16.7 
Undecanes 12.2 12.0 26.9 
Dode canes 9.5 9.4 20.9 
Tridecanes 3.1 2. 88 · 6.5 
Tetradecanes+ 0.10 0.20 0.32 
99.99 99.97 100.02 
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TABLE XXX.I 
COMPLETE OIL ANALYSES FOR B24 AND B16 TEST PERIODS 
Rich Oil Lean 
Component 24 Tray 8 Tray Oil Absorber Absorber 
Mole Mole Mole 
Per Cent Per .Cent Per Cent 
Nitrogen 0.45 
Methane, 25.6 3L7 0.01 
Ethat\e · 10.9 10.9 0.04 
Carbon Dioxide 0.16 0.16 
Propane. 16.00 13.3 0.03 
Isobutane 2.73 1.99 0.01 
n-Butane 6.5 4.1 0.07 
Isopentane· 1.38 0.48 0.22 
n-Pentane 1.57 0.54 0.43 
Cyclopen tane, <0.01 0.02 0.03 
Neohexane <0.01 0.01 o. 01 . 
2,3-Dimethylqutane 0.18 0.01 0.03 
2-Methylpentane 0.39 0.13 0.24 
3::_Me thy lp en tane 0.17 0.07 0.15 
n-Hexane 0.25 0.21 0.56 
Methylcyclopent1;1ne 0.08 0.11 0.30 
2,2-Dimethylpentane 
Benzene <0.01 0.01 0.03 
Cyclohexane. 0.01 0.15 0.46 
Heptanes 1.20 1.62 4.5 
Octanes 3.2 3.8 10.3 
Nonanes 3.6 3.9 10.4 
De canes 5.8 6.2 16.7 
Undecane!;I 9.5 10.1 27.1 
Dode canes 7.4 7.8 21.2 
Tri de canes 2.53 2.48 6.6 
Tetradecanes+ 0.42 0.23 0.60 
100.01 100.02 100.0 
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in only small amounts, To facil:t,tate calculations, two groupings·were · 
used·to.reduce the number of components required for the characteriza-
tion of·. the oil· to 20 components and then to 12 components, Th~ 20 c9m-
ponent characterization resulted from combining the trace components 
with components wit:tl the same number of carbon atoms, The 12 component 
characteri.zation was produced by grouping componeJ;J.ts not in .the rich gas 
stream into three fractions--C +' C +' and a heavy component C . 
6 8 . 15+ 
Table XXXII presents these groupings. 
The gas analysis was by.components except for a fraction labeled 
c6+,,. In this study.this fraction was treated as.a 50-50 mixture of 
hexane and heptane. 
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TABLE UXII 
COMPONENT· (;ROUP ING· FOR 20 COMPONENT AND .12 .COMPONENT. 
OIL ·.CliARACTERIZATION · 








Is op en tan~ 
n-Pentan~ 1 vCyclopeQ.tan~ 
Neoh.exane · 













Tridecanes 1 Tetracec.anes+ 
APPENDIX, B 
COMPUTER PROGRAMS 
Several computer programs have been used in this work. The !µn-
damentals of these programs are.presented in this appendix. The pro-
grams. fell, into. two basic categories-... tray-:by-t;:ray _absorber programs.· 
and thermodynamic :,data. source programs. 
Absorber Programs 
Two major programs used to solve absorber problems were tray ... b~ 
tray programs. Both used the Sujata technique for reaching a sol~tio~, 
but differec;l in the manner. in which thermodynami.c properties were ,ob-
tained. · The prog;-am ·.authqred _by Spear (21) us.ed equilibri1,1Ill anq. en-
thalpy values , obtained·, from .polynomial expressions in tempe;-ature fot" 
eac}:,. componet:i,t. The ·modified form of the program evalua~ed the ·thermo"'.' 
dyn~mic properties as they were required .using. the ,Chao-Seac;ler 
co,rrel,a tiQn. 
The basic progr,m used abqut 1/5 of the cqmpu;er time required for 
the Sujata-Ghao"'.'Seac;ler ensemble with iq.entical initial temperatures and 
convergence lim:I, ts. . The h~at balance convergence lim:I, t was expressed · 
as.a fractio~ of the total feed enthaipy •. In th~ basic program with a 
re1;1sonable_initial tempe;i;-atur!= profile, convergence was.generally 
rea~hed,with;this.limit;: at 0.05 per ce~t. W~th improved initial tray 
temperatur~s the limit ccn~ld be. red4ced. to 0. 01 -per cent. 
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For the modified program, solution was usually .achieved .with 0.5 
percept heat balance error limit. When .temperat~res c~uld be esti-
mated within l.0°F, the .limit could be .reduced to about 0.1 per cent •. 
The limiting feature for both·programs was the convergence to heat 
balance. The temperature convergence subroutine for both progr~ms had· 
a maximum number of iterations.specified, If the correct heat balance 
was not found within tha.t number of tries the calculations were· aborted. 
The same limitations were applied to the .material balance procedures; 
however, limits of 0.01 per cent of the total feed were used for both 
programs with no problems. 
Thermodynamic ·Data Source Programs.· 
The NGPA Kand H Value Computer Program. (14) was used to generate 
equilibrium and enthalpy values fGr each component. Preliminary calc;:.u-
lations ·gave compositio~ profiles for the A24 absorber. The liquid and 
vapor-entering each tray were.combined for the feed to the flash equi-:-
librium program. The te~perature·and pressure were specified; pressure 
measured apd temperature taken from preliminary calculations. These 
liquid and vapor enthalpies and equilibrium constants obtained from. 
this program were fitted to appropriate polynomials in temperature by. 
a least-squares procedure. These. constants are reported in Appendix C .. 
The .NGPA Equilibrium Const~nt Program (13) was used to provic;le a 
secondary.source of.equilibrillll1 values, These values were obtained 
from a regression model of the G. G. Brown Charts in the 1957 NGPSA 
Engineering Data Book (5). Progr~m ou~put included not only equilibrium 
values .but also the polynomial .coefficients that were used by the ab-
sorber program. 
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The seconq.ary.source of .enth•lpy values wa1;1 the Kellogg Charts in 
the ·NGPSA Engineering Da;a ~ (5). Pure component total heats .were. 
ta,bula,ted for the_requi;ed components. An _autho~ written program de-
veloped -th~ required coe:f;fic:f,ents- for, the t~mperature range and pres-
sure requested. 
Program :::synopsis. 
Absorber rProgr.am--Suj ata 
Program input-problem identificatioI!-, column.variables, control 
variables component; names, cqnvergence limits, feed conditions and mo"'.' 
lar rates, thermodynamic properties coe~ficients, temperatur~ limits,. 
and initia,l. temperatur~ profile were .. included. 
All thermodyn~mic:properties are ;functions of.temperature only 
e~pressed.as 0 R/l00. 
Material balance,convergence limit-was 0,01 per cent total 
feed. 
Heat ,_balat:1ce cqnvergenc_e limit varied from o~ 1 to 0.01 ,per cent 
total feed entp.alpy depending upon the ·quality of the initial 
temp_erature profile. 
Abs-orber .Program--Sujata. With Chao-Seag.er 
/ 
Program input :.inch,1ded problem identification, column and control 
variables, component identif:f,cation cotle, convergence limits, feed con-
ditions, and molar rates, and in:l,tial, temperature prof:f,le. 
Material _balance convergence-limit was 0.01 per cent of total, 
feed. 
Heat balance erro:r;- limit vat;:ied .from ,0.5 to 0.05 per-cent -of 
tatal feed enth~lpy. With reasonaqle i~itial te~perature pro-
file a limit of 0.1 per cent could be used~ 
Hypothetical components may be used according to Chao-Seader 
correlation programm~d by Erbar (8). 
Thermodynamic Data Source Program--
NGPA !5_ and.!!. vaiue Computer Program 
Program input included problem identification, number of com-
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ponents, temperature, pressure.and component.identification key and mo-
lar rates. 
Option t3pecified to flash the feed at ·specified temperature and 
pressure to find the correct liquid product to feed ratio--
optien 5. 
A print out of partial enthalpies of the liquid and vapor was 
required. 
Thermoqynamic Data. Source Program--
NGPA !5_ Program 
Program input included proplem identification, temperature range 
required, temperature spacing between equilibrium values required for 
fitting data to polynomial, pressure of the system, temperature scale 
factor, and· the cqmponent .. identity code. 
A convergence pre~sure at 5000 psia is used. The calculated 
convergence pressure for the .A24 rich oil was 4500 psia. The 
Hadden methoq (5) was used to calculate the system convergence 
pressure, In the 500 .psia system, this change in convergence 
pressure had littl,e effect on the K-values. 
Temperature range for.the data was -20°F to 80°F. 
Delta T, the,spac:j,ng, was chosen as l0°F. 
Ceefficients required, temperature to be expressed in °R/l00. 
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Thermodynamic Data Source Program--
Keliogg Enthalpies 
Program input included problem identification, number of com-
ponents, pressure, molecular weight of component if not paraffinic, 
temperature scale, and component identification. 
Temperature range for liquid enthalpy was -60°F to 220°F; for 
vapor o0 - 220°F. 
Output had units of.Btu/lb mole. 
Coefficients required temperature to be expressed in °R/100. 
APPENDIX. C · 
THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES 
Whil.e the majority of the calculation.s made· for th;i.s work employed 
equilibrium and enthalpy values from an incorporated Chao-Seader corre- . 
laticm, several runs were made with thermodynamic data fI'.om other. 
sour~es. This was done for two reasons. First the effect of secondary 
sources; for, thermodynamic data was· investigated. Sec9nd, the: . computer . 
time required for c~lculations was re~uced using the polynomial equa-
tions to predict the thermodynamic properties. 
Polynomial coefficients for other data ar:e presented in Tables 
XXXIII. thrqugh .XXXVII . for these equations. 
tnKi = - A+ B/T + C/T2 
v A+ BT+ CT2 Hi a 
t 
Hi .. A+ BT+ CT2 
where 
T • 0 R/100 
Table XXXIII presents.the Ci;>effidents from the NGASA Engineering 
Data_ B0ok K Cha.rts (13) obtained with 5000 psi convergence pressure; 
The enthalpy data we:i;e obtained from the Kellogg.Charts of .the 1957 
NGPSA Engineering Data Bo0k (5), These data were obtained for an 
operating pressure of .545 psi. 
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TABLE XXXIII 
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Equilibrium Constant Coefficients at 545.000 Psia 
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0.52819482E 03 
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TABLE XXXIII (CONTINUED) 
Component A B c D 
Methane . Oa70968848E 03 0.73937085E 03 0.18046860E 02 
Ethane 0,78539429E 03 0.13793870E 04 0.21343750E 02 
Propane 0.54155742E 04 0.39844141E 03 0.15125000E 03 
i-Butane 0,78226992E 04 0. 11260829E 03 Oa21785699E 03 
n-Butane 0.78226992E 04 0 .11260829E 03 Oo21785699E 03 
i-Pentane 0.90492148E 04 0.25657690E 03 Oo24656250E 03 
n-:Pentane Oo90492148E 04 0.25657690E 03 0.24656250E 03 
2-Methylpentane 0.90492148E 04 0.25657690E 03 Oo24656250E 03 
3--Methylpentane 0.90492148E 04 0.25657690E 03 0,24656250E 03 
n-lle;xan~ 0.98145000E 04 0,48938062E 03 0.26912500E 03 
Cyclohexane 0.98145000E 04 0.48938062E 03 0,26912500E 03 
n-Heptane 0.10549438E 05 0,60715405E 03 0.30806250E 03 
n-Octane 0.11671777E 05 0.74385229E 03 0.34662500E 03 
n-Nonane 0.13203316E 05 0.71550366E 03 0,39975000E 03 
n-Decane 0.14193047E 05 0.86279272E 03 0.43737500E 03 
n-Undecane 0.15526688E 05 0.86833960E 03 0.48750000E 03 
n-Dodecane 0.16694367E 05 0,91403491E 03 0.54300000E 03 
n-Tridecane 0.17667848E 05 0 .10140618E ,04 0.57606250E 03 
Liquid Phase Enthalpy Coefficients 
Carbon Dioxide 0.81078882E 03 -0,81500366E 03 0.25710913E 03 
Nitrogen 0.81078882E 03 -0.81500366E 03 0, 25 710913E 03 
Methane 0.81078882E 03 -0.81500366E 03 0. 25 710913E 03 
Ethane -0.17583118E 04 0.97042221E 02 0.23512889E 03 
Propane -0.81532397E 03 -0.26030249E 03 0.30505054E 03 
i-Butane -0, 30441169E 04 0.58933398E 03 Oo27937085E 03 
i-Pentane -0.50670742E 04 0 .1309 l 790E ·04 Oo26318750E 03 ...... 




2-Methylpentane -0.50670742E 04 
3-Methylpentane -0.50670742E 04 
n-Hexane -0.71570938E 04 
Cycl9hexane -0.71570938E 04 
n-Heptane -0.95949922E 04 
n-Octane -0.87760781E 04 
n-Nonane -0.88792070E 04 
n-Decane -0.99901250E 04 
n-Undecane -0 .1 ll 18469E 05 
n-Dodecane -0.12241828E 05 
n-Tridecane -0.13409629E 05 































EQUILIURilJM. AND ENTHA~PY COEFFICIENTS·AT 545 PSIA 
. FROM NGP4 KAN~ H PROGRAM 
Component, A B c 
Equi,1.ibrium.Constant Coefficents at .545 Psia 
Carben Dioxide 1. 54323 8.31204 -75031250 
Nitrogen· 22.19797 -155.66320 296018750 
Methane 12.76430 -82.44122 134.12500 
Ethane 11. 38357 -77. 572·05 102.31250 
Propane 8.31856 -56.02744 40.93750 
!-Butane 5.06378 -34.08420 -9.81250 
n-Butane 5.68551 -41,25253 1. 93750 
i-Pentane -0.18046 3. 27188 -96.06250 
n-Pentan~ -0,41469 5.13309 -106.81250 
2-Methylpentane -0. 77164 4.43307 -114.68750 
3-Methylpentane -1. 81001 10.28375 -121. 62500 
n-Hexane -6.03122 46.14621 -201, 1875.o 
Cyclohexane -19.38124 149.74470 -394.07030 
n-Heptane -11. 7~459 89.02368 -298.50000 
n-Octane -17.21899 129.65480 -393.00000 
n-Nonane -26.46098 206.85200 -573.31250 
n-Decane -26.43710 194.70080 -536.56250 
n-Undecane -31.55048 232.02380 -617.33590 
n ... Dodecane -34,42126 248.28080 -648.40620 
n-Tridecane. -45.48975 344.1721.0 -872.33200 
Vapor Phase Enthalpy Coefficients . 
Carbon Dioxide -3649.66200 1361.46700 -4.93750 
Nitrogen 72.26929 763.6674(} -18.43750 
Methane- 1614.76100 -118.13130 107.37500 
Ethane -5149.60100 1752.42500 6.75000 
Propane -10741.39000 3374.57500 -72. 937.50 
i-Butan~ -12495.78000 3506.64200 1.37500 
n-Butane -6619.83200 1195. 32300 251. 43750 
i-Pentane -16899.46000 4836.02300 -42;00000 
n-Pentane -11507, 98000 2734.46800 184.00000 
2-Methylpentane -13417.82000 2899.72200 241.00000 
3-Methylpen,tan~ -12049.78000 2643.13300 274.00000 
n-He~ane -9354.90200 1444.91700 403.00000 
Cyclohexane -14195.51000 2724.23800 181.00000 
n-Heptan~ -13810.21000 2815.952°00 340.00000 
n-Octane -17955.82000 4149.54600 300.00000 
n-Nonane· -14639.28000 2379.25300 569.00000 
n-Decane -1911.3. 64000 3833.00300 505.000QO 
n-Undecane· -27066.62000 6 751.12500 288.00000 
n-Dodecane -27859.98000 6713.21800 376.00000 
n-Tridecane -20129.21000 3253. 97700 810. 00000 
TA,BLE ;xxrv (CONT;t:NUED) 
Component. A B 




















































































EQUILIBRIUM AND ENTHALPY COEFFICIENTS AT 536 PSIA 
FROM NGPA KAND H PROGRAM 
Component A B c 
Equilibrium Constant Coefficients 
Carbon Dioxide 1,62641 7. 7943) -74.45313 
Nitrog~n 22.56322 -159.12420 304.81250 
Methane 13.34654 -87.92767 147.37500 
Ethane 11.46259 -78.07428 103.12500 
Propane 8.23173 -54.87085 37.50000 
i-Butane 5.00941 -33,17999 -12.87500 
n-Butane 5.04556 -34. 66104 -14,93750 
i-Pentane 0.18759 0.14703 -89.62500 
n-Pentane 1.31402 -11.19489 -68.37500 
2'"'.'Methylpentane 0.74327 -9.78735 -81. 50000 
3-Methylpentane -2 .05311 13 . .15097 -129.93750 
n-Hexane. -5.14776 38.10382 -183.12500 
Cyclohe.xane -19.55168 151. 97990 -401. 07810 
n-Heptane -10;18932. 74.44696 -264.87500 
n-Octane -17.78899 135. 86430 -410.00000 
n-Non~ne -20.86227 153.24980 -445.50000 
n-.Decane -28.15588 212 .16610 -581. 25000 
n-Undecane -34.08734 257.55150 -681. 93350 
n-Dodecane -32.82851 233.78390 -616.14840 
n-Tridecane -42.48865 316.05490 -807.21480 
Vapor.Phase Entha~py Coefficients 
Carbon Dioxide -4048.82700 1543.76300 -24.93750, 
Nitrogen -409 .13960 957.97650 -38.00000' 
Methane -5330.54600 2746.7 800 -187.62500 
Ethaqe · -3705.62400 1182. 28500 63.68750 
Propane -8783.90600 2608. 248,00 3.06250 
i-Butall,e· -15801. 03000 4919.15200 -147.62500 
n-Buta1.1,e -7764. 45 700 1721. 39200 193.37500 
i-Pentane -10204.55000 2145.58500 230.00000 
n-Pentane. -4755900700 22,60156 458.00000 
2-Methylpentane -1148.28400 -2073.98800 747.00000 
3-Methylpentane -9074.62800 1498.07000 386.00000 
n'"'.'Hexane -12390.82000 2777 .14100 260.00000 
Cyclohexane -13629.44000 2576.36600 190.00000 
n-Heptane -491.13280 -2575. 78100 888,00000 
n~Octane -17821.64000 4200.83900 287.00000 
n-Nonane· -15914.78000 3023.86600 494.00000 
n-Decane -21686.16000 5023.36300 373.00000 
n-Undecane -19000.80000 3570.52000 605.00000 
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TABLE XXXV (CONTINUED) 
Component: A B c 
n-:-Dodecane -14895.62000 1524.35400 899.00000 
n-Tridecane -7935.95300 -1609.58200 1299.00000 
Liquid Phase Enthalpy Coefficients 
Carbon Dioxide 12450.12000 -6413. 77700 711.12500 
Nitrogen, -42374.67000 16321.46000 -1405.93700 
Methane -20042.89000 6958.82400 -507.56250 
Ethane -20541.30000 5914.22600 -361.06250 
Propane -17357.80000 3615.09400 -74.18750 
i-Butan~ -9587.65600 -46.151i2 334.81250 
n-Butane -10660.91000 394.54390 289.25000 
i-Pentane · -2168.30900 -3353.89100 687.06250 
n-Pentane -1769.44800 -3525,47200 704.75000 
2-Methylpentane -1482.97900 -4256.94500 815.31250 
3-Methylpentane· 2735.10400 -5580,44100 940.68750 
n-Hexane 8223.68300 -7781.78100 1144.87500 
Cyclohexane 35918.26000 -18998.67000 2116.62500 
n-Heptane 17115.69000 -11580.53000 1537.43700 
n-Octane 23746.42000 -1440.7 .98000 · 1849.06200 
n-Nonane 32054.03000 -17888. 05000 2220.75000 
n-Decane 40365.14000 -21342.89000 2592.37500 
n-Undecane 47773.05000 -24354.42000 2917;31200 
n-Dodecane 55531.55000 -27550.51000 3265.06200 
n-Tridecane 61645 .. 69000 -30022.80000 3536.00000 
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TABLE XXXVI 
EQUILIBRIUM AND ENTHALPY COEFFICIENTS AT 575 PSIA 
Component .A B c 
Equilibt:ium _Constant·Coefficients 
Carbon Dioxide 1.27778 9.94461 -77 ;95313 
Nitrogen 22.52422 -159.13430 303.93750 
Methane 12.80459 -83.39304 136.68750 
Ethane· 10.99244 -74.65387 96.62500 
Propane 7.98691 -53. 85135 37.81250 
i-Butane· 5.62307 -40. 77435 9.37500 
n-Butane 3.69053 -23.15323 -38.93750 
i-Pentane -2.17766 21.16949 -135.62500 
n-Pentane · o. 45183 -4. 78058 -78.87500 
2-Methylpentane -1.78421 12.59863 -130.00000 
3-Methylpentane -3.52721 25.26263 -153.37500 
n-Hexane -7.30368 56.74982 -222.12500 
Cyclohexane -21,73416 170.68220 -439.58980 
n-Heptane -9.65004 66.60376 -238.50000 
n-Octane -19.17342 146.40490 -427.18750 
n-Nonane -22.93044 170.09730 -476.87500 
n-Decane -27.65067 203. 75.320 -550.39840 
n-Undecane -35.01631 262.73190 -682. 97650 
n-Dodecane. -36.76442 267 ,8'6300 -686.32420 
n-Tridecane -44.66998 332.82390 -834.52730 
Vapor _Phase Enthalpy Coeffic:i,ents 
Carbon Dioxide -3748.32700 1340.38300 1.56250 
Nitt:ogen 452.036,60 622.23510 -5.31250 
Methari,e -2620.58100 1610.39500 -69.62500 
Ethane -7239.82800 2529.32200 -67.25000 
Propane- -54.31. 30800 1050.58000 176.06250 
i-Butane -2944.27700 -605.63670 437.43750 
n-Butan~ -14714.25000 4340.92100 -58.56250 
i-Pentane -14341.30000 3551. 51100 107 •. 00000 
n-Pentane -9822.03100 1803.69000 297.00000 
2-Methylpentane -16839.85000 4036.06200 144.00000 
3-Me thy !pen tane -17062.57000 4432.36700 110.00000 
n-Hexane -17344.00000 4453.50700 114.00000 
Cyclohexane -18267.21000 4108.73400 60.00000 
n-Heptane -13411.14000 2327.05400 414.00000 
n-Octane -18632.17000 4060.81200 336.00000 
n-Nonane -16_918.28000 2911.12300- 544.00000 
n-Decane -170710 14000 2546,05400 670.00000 
n-U:r;idecane -27129.07000 6295.50700 370.00000 
n-Dodecane -23918.94000 4572. 78900 634.ooooo 
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TABLE XXXVI ( CONT.INUED) 
Component· A B c 
n-Tridecane . -18881.33000 2193.46500 959.00000 
Liquid Phase Enthalpy .Coefficients 
Carbon Dioxide 12256.08000 -6320.92500 701.18750 
Nitrogen. -36092.64000 13721. 87000 -1137. 93700 
Methane -19682.19000 6808.67500 -491. 87500 
Ethane -20410.48000 5849.98000 -352.59000 
Propane -16787.96000 3171. 80100 -27.87500 
i-Butaz:ie · -9;605, 71400 -33. 47168 333.25000 
n-Butane -9390.77300 -123.00340 342 . rzsno 
i-Pentane -1191, 38,600 -3742.48300 725.75000 
n-Pentane -850.35540 -3890.15200 740.93750 
2-Methylpentane -873.32810 -4491.08200 837;62500 
3-Methylpentane 4139.87100 -6139.72200 996.25000 
n-Hexane 9205. 71800 -8163 .. 96000 1181. 93.700 
Cyclohex~p.e 34788.33000 -18497.35000 2061.62500 
n-Hepta.ne 18303.94000 -12040.05000 1581.62500 
n-Octane· 27057.30000 -15734.58000 1931, 68700 
n-Non~.ne 34153 .. 82000 -1870,8. 550.00 2300.50000 
n-Decane 41650.96000 -21820.60000 2636.12500 
n-U'ndecane. 49350.87000 -24945,83000 · 191'·,,~:t-00 -
n-Dodecane 57069.94000 -28118. 87000 3316.56200 
n-Tridecane 64245.69000 -31021 .• 28000 3631.00000 
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TABLE XXXVII 
EQUILIBRIUM AND ENTHALPY COEFFICIENTS AT 565 PSIA 
Component A B c 
Equilibriunr0·cons tant Coefficients 
Carbon Dioxide 1.36350 9,42365 -77.12891 
Nitrogen 21. 88361 -152.81170 288.81250 
Methane 12.30245 -78.33011 124.31250 
Ethane 11,00807 -74.51297 95.81250 
Propane 7,88908 -52,55331 33.93750 
i-Butane 4.25701 -27.09055 -24.81250 
n-Butane 6.63767 -51. 34653 28.43750 
i-Pentane -0.49527 5.33228 -98.50000 
n-Pentane 1.12435 -10~ 80844 -65.56250 
2-Methylpentane -1.13487 6.84976 -117. 56250 
3-Methylpentane -1. 773'19 8.79013 -114 .. 93750 
n-Hexane -4.94044 34.37827 -169.43750 
Cyclohex~ne -,19.74629 152 .. 00450 -396.01560 
n-Heptane -12.51899 95.12320 -309.56250 
n-Octane -18.85197 143 •. 99830 -423.43750 
n-Nonane. -26.99443 210.36340 -576.93750 
n-Decane -29.41298 221. 77650 -596.83590 
n-Undecane -29.34120 208.62390 -554. 71480 
n-Dodecane. -35.75681 259.13540 -668.35150 
n-Tridecane -41;57387 303,87570 -767.69920 
Vapor Phase Enthalpy Coefficients 
Carbon Dioxide -414Q.30000 1522.79500 -18.68750 
Nitrogen. 90.58398 766. 09130 -19.62500 
Methane -454.28440 723.34520 21. 37500 
Ethane -4386.23800 1382.40000 48.75000 
Propane -8637.80800 2417.51800 32,'06250 
i-Butane -9470.74600 2142.12900 150.37500 
n-,Butane -8079.65200 1671.91700 211. 43750 
i-Pentane -942.40230 -1888.51100 661.00000 
n-Pentane .-10220. 01000 2047.85200 266.00000 
2-Methylpentane -7136.39000 131. 69920 539.00000 
3-Methylpentane ,•2h3f 3 .e.4000 6300.62100 -89.00000 
n-:Hexc1,ne . -l:6'8·5'~:[~~)00 4346.64800 118. 00000 
Cyclohexane _- -163t8 •. 6,2000 3425.69800 123.00000 
n-Heptane -7721.27300 92.35938 636.00000 
n-Octane -20594.17000 4992.87100 231.00000 
n-Nonane -14413.07000 2016.50800 626.00000 
n-Decane -28094.23000 7238. 18700 176.00000 
n-Undecane -21245,91000 4033.52700 591.00000 
n-Dodecane -25872.76000 5554.28100 520.00000 
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TABLE XXXVII · (CONTINUED) 
Component A B c 
n-:Tridecane· -21629.07000 3509.97700 810.00000 
Liquid Phase Enthalpy Coefficients 
Carbon Dioxide 12006.25000 -6221.14400 691.00000 
Nitr~gen -35116. 6 7000 13322.57000 -1096.93700 
Methane .. -20863.01000 7295.32000 -542.00000 
Ethane· -20304.35000 5808.80000 -348.75000 
Propane -16559.37000 3284.26200 -39.62500 
i-Butane -9138 •. 55400 -227.20610 353.25000 
n-Butan~ -9996.25700 125.05540 316.68750 
i-Pentane .· -1058.71000 -3800.62100 732.06250 
n-Pen'l;:ane. -708.96090 -3951. 87100 747 •. 62500 
2-Methylpentan~ -548.01170 -4629.39400 852.31250 
3-~ethylpentane 2677. 35800 -5542. 11700 935.25000 
n-Hexane. 8966.36700 -8070.96400 1172 •. 93700 
Cyclohexane. 33804.69000 -18100.76000 2021. 62500 
n-Heptal;le 179.9 8. 05000 -11921. 44000 1570.18700 
n-Octane 25583.10000 -15136.60000 1921.12500 
n-Nonane. 33694. 7·6000 -18530.33000 2283.31200 
n-Decane 40397.89000 -21317.23000 2585.68700 
n-Undecane 49135.94000 ·-24£ 71. 82000 2965.87500 
n-Dodecane 56382.69000 -27851. $5000 3290.81200 
n-Tridecane 642~7.94000 -31031.80000 3634,00000 
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Tables XXXIII through XXXVII present coefficients obtained. h:om .a 
least squares fit .of da~a from the NGPA Kand H Value Computer Program 
for each test period. From.the solution of the Sujata wi~h Chao-Seader 
program of the A24 case, a representative composition profile was ob-
tained, The feed streams entering a tray were combined and. used as a 
single.feed in the NGPA Kand H Value Computer Program. This stream 
was flashed providing equilibrium and enthalpy values at the specified 
pressure. This was repeated .for several trays producing thermodynamic 
data which was fitted solely as a function of temperature at the speci-
fied pressure. A latent dependence upon composition was inherent .in 
these constants. 
These coefficients were used with the. basic program to generate 
initial temperature profiles for.extended.work with the cqmbined pro-
gram. They also provided the starting point for investigation of all 
variables. 
APPENDIX D 
CALCULATION OF STR]l:AM RATES 
Of ·the four streams crossing the boundarie~ of each absorber, only 
the lean o~l and the ,dry gas rates were measured. They.were.measured 
by orifice meters and logged-by separate flow recorders. The proce"7 
dures used to convert the static.and differential pressures .to volu-
metric and-molar rates have been presented ~elow. 
Lean O~l Volumetric Rate. 
The procedure. follqwed, that described in the NGP.SA Engineering 
Data Book,(5), page.10, using the equation --- . 
where. 
• CI {1,ii 
• gallons ·per hour 
orifice cqnst~nt (Fb x Fgt x Fr) 
~ = differential pressure of water 
C' = 
= orifice factor .. 
Fgt = specifiq gravity - temperature factor 
Fr = Reynolds number factor 
M = meter _factor for direct reading cha_rts. 
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Conditions at the meter: 
diameter of orifice 
diameter of tube 
4.25 inches 
6,065 inches 
Fb = 4216.6 
Flowing temperature • 33°F 
Estimated specific gravity@ 60°F • 0.735 
Fgt • 1.1830 
Viscosity at 33QF = 1. 4 centipoise 
= 30.85 Saybolt Seconds (15) 
Average~ = 36.24 
Reynolds number = dDhw/spgr = 1270.9 
M for c}:i.art range 0-100 = 1.00 
Fr = 1.001 
C' = 4993.2 
MC' = 4993.2 
Table XXXVIII shows the volumetric lean oil rates. 
TABLE XXXVIII 
VOLUMETRIC LE.AN OIL RATES 
Absorber v1i; gal. /hr. gal./min, 
AM24 5.92 29560 493 
AMS 6.11 30510 509 
PM24 6.03 30110 502 
PM16 6.02 30100 502 
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Dry Gas Volumetric Rate 
The source of this procedure was identical with that of the lean. 
oil. The equation has been presented below. 
= C' lhvf'f 
where 
= flow rate, base condition 
C' = orifice flow constant 
= differential pressure, inches of water 
with 
= static pressure absolute 
C' = 
Fb basic orifice flow factor 
Fpb = pressure base of factor 
Feb= temperature base factor 
= specific gravity factor 
Ftf = flowing temperature f~cto~ 
= Reynolds number factor 
y = expansion factor 
Fpv = supercompressibility factor 
Conditions at the meter: 
diameter of orifice 
diameter of tube 
9.5 inches 
13.0 inches 
Assumed 0.500" walls in 14" pipe 
Calculat;ed Fb 
Assumed pressure base - 14.73 psia 
= 21516.4 
= 1.0 
Assumed temperature base = 60°F 
F = 1.0 tp 
Specific gravity average all four dry gas streams 
Fg = 1.26572 
Average dry gas temperature 46.1°F 
Ftf = 1.0136 
Reynolds number factor 
Fr = i.00022 
E;icpansion factor 
Y = 0,99712 
Supercompressibility factor 
v'l/Z where Z was evaluated from reduced 
temperat~re and pressure correlations. 
Fpv = 1. 0437 
So, C' = 2.8734. 
Table XXXIX shows the volu~etric dry gas rates. 
TABLE XXXIX 
VOLUMETRIC DRY GAS RATES 
Absorber MM scf/hr. 
AM24 233.5 6.708 
AMS 240.~ 6.903 
PM24 243.6 6.998 
PM16 249.2 7.160 
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Conversion to Molar Rates 
Converting the volumetric.gas rates .to molar rates was straight 
forward us:t.ng the reduced temperature and pressure of each mixture and 
the compressib:t.lity factor. 
The molar volume of .the lean oil streams was determined by three 
methods. The first metllod found the liquid den~ity from page .. 165 of 
the .1966 NGPSA Engineer:t.ng Data. Book. (6). The seconc;i source was the 
NGPA K an4 H Value Computer Program (14) liquid density subroutine. 
This procedure was a mathematical model of the correlat:t.on presented in 
the 1956 NGPSA Engineering Book (5). The final method of determining 
liquid volumes was by a correlati.on of critical compressibility and 
critical volumes ·as a functio~ of reduced temperatures. This correla-
tion, developed by H,. G. Rackett (18), has been shown to predict 
accur.ate liquid densities for a wide range of systems. 
Rackett's correlation has beet). used extensively for this work to 
predict .the molar lean .oil ra,te ft:oni the measured volumetric .rate. For 
the A. series of. test .periods the ·lean oil molar volume was 
3.156 ft3/mole. The molar volume for the B series was 3.160 ft 3/mole. 
Molar volumes .from the other sources were about.five per cent lower. 
than. these values predicted by Rackett's equation. This .difference re'"". 
sulted in the .larger ·estimated uncertainty in-.. the measurement of the 
lean oil rate; 
APPENDIX E 
APPROXIMATE HEAT TRANSFER TO TEST ABSORBERS 
The following calculations were made·to give an order of magnitude 
value for the rate of heat transfer to the absorbers from the .environ-
ment. The rate of heat transfer is the product of .the heat transfer 
coefficient, U; the surface area of the absorber, A; and the driving 
force of the temperature difference, AT. The heat transfer coefficient 
was taken from a series of arttcles by R. J, Hull and K. Raymond (10). 
The value assumed was 3.0 Btu/ft2°F hr. The area was that calculated 
for a.57 foot cylinder eight feet in diameter--1530 ft2 • The driving 
force was.the difference between the ambient temperature, 600, and.the 
average tower temperature, 380F-..,.22 o:F. Using the,se values the .heat. 
gained by the absorber was 
Q =. U A AT 
Q = (3)(1530)(22) 
Q a 1 x 105 Btu/hr. 
The actual absorbers were operate4 at approximately 20,000 moles 
of rich gas .per hour or 200 times. the .basis for tray-,,by-tray calcula-
tions. Using t~is scale factor the heat gained by an average·absorber 
on the reduced basis, Q' ,' was 
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Q' - 1 x 105 Btu/hr 200 - 500 Btu/hr 
This was··. the ayerage heat transfer for all absorbers, 
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